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on behalf of the SRC. Only two '
votes were taken at the meeting,
and the first was to defeat the
incorporation ofthe RCP motion,
LAST Thursday night an and the second was on the motion ·
Emergency Special General incorporating the LAGS and SRC
Meeting was called to debate amendments. The latter respeca motion that, if quorately . tively aske'd for reaffirmation of
passed, demanded EUSA to · EUSA's commitment to the rights
call on the University of homosexuals , and called on the
University Administration to parauthorities to dismiss the new tially
"distance themselves from
Church of Scotland Chap- his [Dr Anderson's] views."
lain , Dr. Robert Anderson.
Debate had to be shortened
Debate in McEwan Hall, the because of the strength of feeling
meeting
was
unfortuantely on all sides , and EUSA President
attended by only 255 students, Malcolm Mcleod ruled that only 8
where a minimum of 300 votes people would debate further- 4
had to be cast on the deciding side for, and 4 against.
if any decision was to be binding
Those seeking the Chaplain's
onEUSA.
resignation· centred their debate
The motion proposed by Alii- on the ability of Reverend Anderson Alexander and Kirsty Reid , son and his discouragement of stualso underlined the belief that the dents , particularly their right to
selection of Dr Anderson was pastoral care. Furthermore, they
made without serious consulta- were concerned that because the
tion of the student body by the Chaplain represented the Unvier. University authorities.
sity in the wider Edinburgh comThree amendments were addi- munity, his alleged controversial
tionally put to the meeting: one by views would be seen as those of
EU Lesbian and Gay · Society; the University.
another on behalf of the
One student said that Mr
Com111unists. Anderson perpetuates the myths
Revolutionary .
(RCP) and further amendment (ie 'gay-bashing') by the views he
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by Cathy Milton

THE Uni~ersities Funding
Council has given the clearest
signal so far of its intention to
relieve the government of
some of the burden of funding higher education.
A copy of the UFC's draft aims
was leaked to Student late last
night and is currently circulating

DAILy
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Paul Ryan
achieves
charitable status

r
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expresses and gives credibility to
anti-gay movements, of whatever
denomination. Another student
implied it was all Dr Anderson's
fault for failing to "hide his light
under a bushel."
Speaking against the motion,
people argued that "what one
does with one's belief is different
to what one believes," and that Dr
Anderson's
aggressive
or
antagonistic views no way hinders
his pastoral ability.
Also, it was put forward that if
Dr Anderson wasn't given a
chance (ie a year in office), then
that could be a dangerous infringement of freedom of speech to
oppose a man on the basis of your
own prejudice.
After an hour's debate, however, a vote was taken with 102
for, 82 Against and 18 Abstentions. EUSA President Malcolm
Mcleod congratulated eve~y-one
on a passionate but eloquent
debate - "the best I've heard in
five years at this University," he
said.
The Chaplain, who denies saying "what is alleged I said,"
declined to comment upon the
meeting.
Robert Anderson
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all Vice-Chancellors and PrinciThe proposal has been welpals. _.
comed on campus by the ConserAim titled '~Funding Services" vative _ Association President,
is:
Martin D.C. Burns told Student ·
"The development by universities
.
"I
of the funding of teaching,
certainly welcome the proposal. It
research and other services from . is Conservative Party policy to
an increasing range of sources.
encourage univer~ities to seek
"An increasing proportion of alternative sources of funding
the general incomes of universities
whenever possible. Over-reliance
to be derived from non-Governon public money leads to probment sources."
- !ems like those faced by the Glas-

in ~ th is country is. not the sole
responsibility of government. It's
like telling the NHS to raise 20%
of its income itself."
The document, dated April 20
has been discussed at the Planning
and Resources Committee and
will be raised at the Educational
Policy Committee on May 17,
although it is not known how Old
.
"The UFC is clearly stating that College will 'frame its res~onse to
.
the funding of Higher Education the UFC.

go'Y Ve~erinary School."
But EUSA President Malcolm
Mcleod (who stood for election
last year on a Labour Party platform) criticised the proposal. He
said "Never before have we had
such a blunt statement of the 20v_ernment's intent as regards the
future of the Universities.

Financial crisis
ov~rshadows Exchange
by Hamish McKay

THE University of Pennsylvania - Edinburgh University Exchange is in a state of
financial uncertainty at present, with only twelve Edinburgh students being chosen
for next year's venture.
·

The Exchange, which was
begun in 1976, at the behest of a
joint Anglo-American initiative,
last year sent 15 students to the
American Ivy League University.
This year the last tranche of
£16,000 donated by Edinburgh
University's General Council

over the past 4 years, runs out.

The news comes at a time when
Edinburgh University is attempting to raise student consciousness
about the Erasmus programme,
which is concerned with exchanging Edinburgh students with
European Universities.

Negotiations are going on at
present on both sides of the Atlantic to attempt to secure funds, and
the University is considering
appearing to former alumni with
advanced careers, who have previously benefitted from "the Penn
Set up in 1987 the progra~me
experience".
presuppses a certain fluency ~~ a
Dr AI an Day, of the American foreign language by the applymg
History Department, is instru- student, and provides top-up
mental in pushing students to on funding for the student, such as
the exchange, and lamented to travel and cost of living.
Student that he would like to see at
Anyone interested should get in
least 20
to
25 · students touch with Jan Hume, Overseas
enjoying a year out at the Univer- Co-ordinator, Old College (Tel:
sity of Pennsylvania. ·
667 1011).

•
LSE
A GREAT furore has broken out
over the election of Winston Silcott, one of the so-called Broadwater Farm murderers of 1985, as
Honorary President of LSE's student union.
Mr Silcott, presently serving a
prison sentence, was elected on
the 27th April at a students'
AGM, with a clear majority in
front of five other candidates. The
meeting was ·quorate, with 200
students attending.
An emergency general meeting
was called at LSE on Tuesday
over the issue, in the wake of official student_union support of a
"fair trial" for Mr Silcott. However, the union stressed that this
did not mean that they condoned
or supported the violence and
murder on the Broadwater estate.

STRATHCLYDE
On Monday Strathclyde A UT was
ballotted on the question of settling a local pay deal with the university authorities, and 80 per
cent of the union 's 800 members
turned out.

PHENECIA
RESTAURANT
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The result was a close 59 per
cent in favour of the local offer of
6 per cent for 1988/89, with 41, per
cent against. Hugh Boag, President of AUT at Strathclyde, told
"Campus to Campus" that this
marked the end of action at local
level, but that the lecturers are
still not satisfied with the offer:
"Students have suffered enough,"
he said.
Furthermore, the university
will now return to nationally
agreed rates of pay, Mr Boag continued, and participate in national
bargaining.

STUDENT Association elections
just before the Easter break may
have provided the impetus for student
political
activity
on
Strathclyde campus.
A
student
called
Colin
O'Dwyer was elected President
on a pro-NUS, left-wingish, independent ticket, and there is the
promise of an NUS referendum at
Strathclyde next year.
On the other hand, his VicePresident (External) is Louise

NI GEL GRIFFITHS, MP

closures

the 70 full- ·and part-time staff to
be laid off. The decision was taken
after an independent survey com30 SEPTEMBER 1989 is the missioned by the University
date that sees closure of three authorities, over two years,
of the existing catering ser- revealed that "necessary impendvices at Edinburgh Univer- ing replacement and upgrading of
sity
Kings Buildings equipment and facilities would
· involve a further expenditure of
Refectory, Bristo Square some £2 million."
Refectory and Old College
Another, grievance is that the
Carry Out.
figure of £2 million quoted by the
Redundancy notices
were
University is "misleading" it
handed out to staff as from last
would only be used for "a brand
Thursday, with three-quarters of new image" for catering ·_ it
won't merely be to keep going the
present facilities, one mamder
said.
Meanwhile, EUSA President
Malcolm Mcleod told Student that
it was an "opportunity to
rationalise" Student Union structure. In line with official University thinking, he believed that a
result of the Briste Square Refectory closure would be the closure
of Chambers Street Union, whose
use as a union venue could then be
Orr, a supporter of the Revolutio- BRADFORD
moved to the Refectory building.
nary Communist Party, whilst his AT an explosive general meeting
At Kings Buildings; Mr Mcleod
Vice-President (Internal), Vicky of the Bradford Students' Union,·
said that "KBU will take over the
Moffat, won the post on behalfof the university's total Muslim consnack bar." He did also admit that
the student Labour Club.
the closure of the snack bar would
tingent stormed out when the
How long will this coalition .Union prevaricated on its reasons
make it difficult for ·KB students
work?
to find somewhere to eat.
for banning Salman Rushdie's
The University says th_at there is
Satanic Verses.
OXFORD
no possibility of that money comThe Muslims apparently ended
THE Conservative and Unionist up going to the local to make pubingh from its own resources at a
Club at Oxford have been mis- lic their anxiety, thus embarrastime when Edinburgh is part-way
behaving themselves recently, sing the original censuring intenthrough a programme of balancand are banned from using the tions in the first place. It is
ing its budget deficit of £3.5 millwords "Oxford University" in believed legal action is still a posion in 1987/88 by 1991.
their title for the rest of term.
Alex Currie, Secretary to the
sibility.
The move doesn't follow in the
University, has said in the past
Also, Bradford University wa~
wake of a big police drive to crack the recipient of a bomb threat by
that the closures and staff losses
down on campus crime at Oxford, the ALF at the end of last term ,
are "certainly not a vote of no conbut rather in the wake of last following the revelation that the
fidence in the Catering Services
term's strip-cabaret' organised by university spends £60,000 per
management and staff. " ·
the university Tories.
However, catering employees
annum on animal experiments.
As if that weren't enough, the
have told Student that they feel
The threat was harmless, but
Tories' President-elect, Sarah the students' magazine continued
the University has railroaded
Wardle, is reported to be "het up" the controversy with a cartoon on
~hrough the measures , leaving
over the extent of misquotation in the subject of human foetuses,
them no guarantee of future job
her interview by Lady Olga Mait- earrings and monkey heart transprospects. "We will have to apply
land, which appeared in a recent plants. Such a volatile mix inevitalike any ordinary members of the
edition of the Sunday Express.
public for any future Uninversity
bly upset the Pro-Life movement,
Everything's "all go"
at pharmacists and bro-meds.
· posts, without preferential treatOxford.
the
University
ment
by
authorities," one said.
The catering staff also informed
Student that prior to the University Court decision of March 20
there had been no discussion with
their unions, NALGO and
NUPE. At present both unions
6 CASTLE STREET
are now negotiating for enhanced
EDINBURGH
payment for the staff being made
redundant.
by Ewen Ferguson
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Mediterranean Cuisine
· Vegetarian I:9.od Available

BOOK'NOW FOR
SUMMER COURSES IN

STUDENT 3-COORSE
LUNCH: £2.60
also Soups, Salads, etc.

HELP AND ADVICE
Every Friday & Every Monday
from 9am-10am at 93 Causewayside

Tel: 031-662 4493

And Third Saturday of Every Month
9am !Jurdiehouse/Southhouse
Community Centre, Burdiehouse Street
10.15 am Liberton High School,
Gilmerton Road
11.30 am James Gillespie's High School,
Lauderdale Street
Or contact the Labour Party HQ
93 Causewayside (Tel: 662 4520).

55/57 West Nicolson St.

Laoour- Serving Our Community

-<>Please bring your own wine.
No corkage charge.

-<>Open Mon·Sat 12-3, 6-11

*TYPING
*SHORTHAND
*COMPUTING

HUSTINGS

* WORD PROCESSING
*AUDIO
* BOOK-KEEPING

Thursday 4th May11.15 pm DHT Refectory
Friday'5th May
11 am JCMB Coffee Lounge
1.15 pm KBU, Potterrow Bar,
Teviot Row, Chambers St. Bar.
3 pm Library Coffee Room.

INTENSIVE OR PART TIME COURSES START
DAILY

6 WEEK, 8 WEEK, 10 WEEK, 12 WEEK COURSES

STUDENT DISC,OUNTS AVAILABLE
OPEN DAYS, EVENINGS, WEEKENDS
P 0
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Monday 8 May
11 am JCMB Coffee Lounge
1.1-5 pm KB Union, Potterrow
Bar, Teviot Row, Chambers St.
Bar.
· _3_p_m_L_i_br_a_ry_c_o_ff_e_e-R-oo_m_._
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SCOTIISH QUESTIONS
OUTLINED

Ther~ was no mention of the

SCOITISH sabbaticals lob- special financial circumstances of
bied Parliament during .yes- Scottish students in the recent
terday's Scottish Questions.
White Pape.r
They petitioned MPs for a separate section of the Universities
Funding Council in line with the
recommendations of the 1986
report of the Scottish Tertiary
Education Advisory Council.
EUSA President Malcolm
Macleod said: " Michael Forsyth
has been singularly inefficient and
almost absent on lobbying for .
Scottish universities and financial
support for Scottish students."

SCOTTISH • university lecturers
·have voted to support the Campaign for a Scottish Assembly.
Policy on a single planning and
funding body for higher education
in Scotland was reversed as the
Council of the Association of U niversity Teachers endorsed the
idea in principle .
This follows years of resistance
to similar proposals.

Pollock to
get sculpturej
~~----------------------

by Cathy Milton

EU artist-in residence, Hideo
yruta, has been commis11ed to create a sculpture
tor Pollock Halls at a cost of
£2,000.
The
two-piece
abstract
sculpture was rumoured to be an
obscene representation of the
male sexual organs. But, speaking
to Student, the Senior Warden of
Pollock Halls denied this.

Terry Cole said: "It is not very
much like a phallus in my view."
He added: "This is the first piece
of sculptu"re ever co,mmissioned
by any section of the University
Accommodation Service and we
are all very excited about it."
The commission was unanimously sanctioned by the Pollock
Halls committee of wardens and
students and will be paid for out of
student fees.
• Next year's fees for Pollock
Halls are to go up 7.4 per cent in
line with inflation.

STUDENT "]

Government releases
Funding proposals
by Liz Cassidy
/

THE Secretary of State for
Education is proposing to link
the funding of universities to
the number of students on
roll.
Kenneth Baker hopes that his
proposals will encourage universities to compete more aggressively for students.
At the moment, universities are
funded jointly by a block grant
from the Universities Funding
Council (UFC) and an add-itional
variable grant from local authority which fluctuates with the
number of students on roll.

HIGHER! HIGHER!

Under proposals released last
week the local authority , per
capita grant will rise from £601 to ·to offer courses attractive to students.
£1 ,600 with a corresponding
decrease in the UFC block grant.
· Critics argue that the proposals
Other proposals contained in will restrict the variety of courses
the doc~ment provide for the cre- on offer. One member of staff,
ation of four levels of fees, with who preferred to remain anonymthe highest being £3,200 'for more ous, said: "We could have a
costly vets and medics and lowest course in golf and I am .sure we
being £1,600 for students on would recruit hundreds of stu- .
Humanities or Social Science dents. But I am not sure we would
courses.
do the university any credit."
Baker described his proposals
EUSA President Malcolm
as putting universities "on their ,
Macleod criticised the proposals
mettle" since to compet~ effectively, universities will be forced
in principle but said: "In practice

~~
~·

U---1-~

the University has no option
becau~e it must improve its financial situation.
"It seems clear that the first
casualty of these proposals will be
the staff to student ratio which will
substantially decrease. This will
result in, for example, larger tutorial groups to the detriment of
teaching standards.
"Increased pressure on staff to
teach will withdraw resources
from research. In the longer term,
it is the reputation of the University that is at stake as well as the
future of students."

~
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our handwriting
Iss~ bad even .v:u
can•t read at.

festival
1 •times

-REVIEWERS

Festival Times needs reliable reviewers to cover every aspect of the
Fringe and Festival in August. We are looking for good writers who
would be prepared to review at least one show per day for the three
weeks of the Festival. last year we printed over 400 reviews
including theatre, film, cabaret and jazz. This year we want to
improve on that number, so your enthusiasm is essential.
If you are interested, apply in writing, including details of your
experience, to: TOM LAPPIN, Editor, Festival Times, EUSPB,
48 Pleasance, Edinburgh EH8 9TJ.
If you would like to find out more about Festival Times, come along
to an informal meeting in the Student Offices at 48 Pleasance, on
Thursday, 4th May, at 5.00 p.m.
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OPINION
OME students sail
throu~h exams. M?st•
expenence varymg
levels of anxiety,
while every year some unfortunates crack under the
weight of the stress they feel.

S

"'

'
The bitter .irony is that almost
everyone involved in education is
fully aware that exams as a form of
assessment are far ftom sa_tisfactory and even blatantly unfair. All
the worry and upset is to littlt
effect.
'-
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case, how should examiners treat
the student who answers a question that no others have attempted, and still preserve justice to
the individual student and all the
others?
But this flaw is negligible when
compared to the impossibility of
standardising examiners. It is a
fact that the same answer will be
marked differently by .. different
·examiners. Further, this difference is often between grades and
not just a matter of a few per cent.
Crucial decisions about students
are made by a group of individuals
within which there is minimal consensus as to standards for making
those decisions.
-

With exams dominating this term's academic landscape, Cathy Milton
looks at the theory behind them and argues firmly for reform.
Academic and personal development must not remain sacrifices at the altar
of politics, either national or departmental.
never need again when we pass
out of the educational system?
Even professional courses (for
example, I;lledicine and law) are
wholly misconceived in their
dependence on exams. Conventional wisdom has it that there is
basic knowledge requirement for
those of us who would be professionals. Yet doctors and lawyers
consistently report that their

emphasis on exams in the current
system of assessment is widespread. Staff frequently express
their lack of enthusiasm for
exams. It is disconcerting, not to
say frustrating, to hear staff say,
"Of course, if I had my way there
would be no exams", but to know
that the hierarchical educational
system in which promotion
depends on patronage or toeing
the departm~nt line restricts

Exams subvert education. Students are encouraged to "play the
game" and "beat . the system"
rather than to think. This involves
learning the minimum possible to
get through the papers, trying to
he current government has
second-guess papers (all too easy
through legislation
pushed
when they are set by staff too
fo'r
lower
levels of educabored to think up new questions) _
tion which emphasises the role of
and then forgetting as much as
exams in an attempt to put prespossible the moment the cry to
sure on teachers and so raise stan"stop writing" is heard.
dards.
As to injustice, the rationale
for the exam system, is that by its· ... the exam system ignores
·nature it treats all students identically. Given the current social issues like class, race and
'context this is clearly unfair. In gender ...
today's society equality is not jus•
tice.
Baker, egged on by Thatcher, is
Beyond that, the exam system also proposing to link university
·does not stand up to its own· funding to the level of enterprise
criteria for justice (which tends to training within courses. This, they
argue, will better prepare students for life in the market.

ignore issues like class, race and
gender). By setting students identical tasks the exam system seeks
to provide examiners with
answers that can be compared,
from which standards will emerge.

But this theory is flawed. Most
exams include a choice of questions and there is no guarantee
that students will choose the same
questions. To take the extreme

.tHE

Both
aims
are
worthy.
Everyone must agree that the raising of educational standards
would be "a good thing" and also
that the ·current educational system may not be the most adequate
preparation for life -let alone for
the market.

.... NEEDS A CO-ORDINATOR

Y

... those who set exams are
literally retarded; a product
of a system that, just as it
now retards our potential
for self-development,
retarded theirs years ago.

academic studies are largely
irrelevant to subsequent practice.
And this seems logical. How
could abstract academia ever have
been thought to bear any relevance to the obstinate messiness

. . . the hierarchical

Yet in its emphasis on tradi-·
education system in which
tional examinations the government betrays its aims and reveals. promotion depends on
its basic ignorance of the educa- patronage or toeing the
tional process. How will standards department line restricts
be raised if we learn how to pass
exams at the expense of our per- · enlightened staff
;onal development as future thin-·
kers? How are we better prepared of human life?
to function anywhere, by developing examination skills we will
Anxiety about the undue

aDVICE QLACE

et there is a broader
issue more significant.
and profoundly depres.
sing. The case for
change has been strong for many
years and under all colours of government. Why then have reforms
that are so urgent not been made?
The answer is that to a certain
extent they have, and are being,
made. More progressive departments are introducing courses
that are non-examinable, or
"open-book" or setting "seen"
exams (when students are told
what the questions will be beforthey sit the exams) . Many p.
graduate courses are non-examinable.

T

Exams subvert education.
Students are encouraged to
"play the game" and "beat
the system", rather than to
·think.

redundant method of assessment,
since results are the standard by
which universities are jttdged.
ity. And ever with an eye on
increasingly
scarce
funding
academic administrators must be
.I
cautious.

enlightened staff.
Assessment is about power and
politics. Academics who "beat the
system" and rise within the structure, are by definition almost ,
.least likely to implement progressive policy. This is a function both
of their own conditioning by the
exam system which teaches man. ipulation rather than contributing
to their creative development,
and a recognition by those who
wield academic power that assess-'
mentis a political issue.
To a certain extent this has
always been the case. It is hard to
see how the public could be
brought to accept that exams are a

APPLICATIONS·ARE INVITED
FOR THE POST OF

EDITOR

But these changes are incremental when set against the
backdrop of the mass of traditionally assessed courses. The explanation for the slow rate of change
is that those who set exams are literally retarded; a product of a system that, just as it now retards our
potential for self-developme•
retarded theirs years ago.
All of which leads to a tragic
travesty. Tragic because it is
utterly unnecessary and a travesty
because it leads to a gross injustice
that is continuously perpetrated
against students and against the
public. In Thatcher's own terms
the public is not getting value for
money. If the product of a massive
social investment is systematically
retarded, then so is society.

CROSSWORD
ANSWERS
I
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If you are interested in student
welfare and have administrative
ability, why not apply!
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For more infonnation and an application
fom1, drop in to the Advice Place.

Applications should be made to:
"
THE CONVENER,
48 PLEASANCE,
-EDINBURGH EH8 9TJ.
~losing date: 5th May 1989.

Applications close on Friday 12 May
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tudent Unions and Associations have recently
become the focus of an in~estigation by. the
government. Westminster wants to find out
how our membership fees are being spent,
suspecting that sabbaticals spend all their time plotting
revolution .
'

ou may hate the Unions: the sabbaticals and
all the other politicos whose naked-lust for
personal power may recall Stalin's in some
cases, and still defend the Association.
This is because the students who get involved with the
Association are largely irrelevant. Inexperience and
financial constraints mean that the real power is wielded
by veterans like Dr Fishburne and Mrs Lear,y.

S

So far signs are that their investigation has revealed
the opposite. Certainly a swift glance at EUSA'.'i
accounts shows that the bulk of the Association's money
is spent on wages for staff who administer services to
students - maintaining the Unions and the welfare
departments; hardly revolutionary activity.
Because the government seems suspicious of bodies
like EUSA many students may find themselves in the
uncomfortable position of wanting to defend an

Y

Established In
48 Pleasance, Edinburgh EH8 9TJ. Tel. 558 1117.18

institution they have traditionally vilified .
With the elections scheduled for next week it is worth
setting party politics and emotional reflexes aside and
considering the Association afresh.
Most students·only contact the Association when they
are in trouble. It is at these times and for this reason , if
no other, that the Association is worth preserving.

I LETTERS!

Hacks Off

DearStudent, ~
policy to the elected respresentaI read with interest the article tives of Teviot. Teviot Union
concerning the resignations from would be very capable of running
Teviot Union Committee. Surely 'its own affairs as would any other
the answer to Teviot problems Student Union.
would be to become fully independent from EUSA. Paul Rayan
Yours sicnerely,
would then be unable to dict11tt>
BrianJones

·Preview Moan
Dear Editor,

Last week's TV preview
dontcha hate it?! I mean , what's
the point of wasting ten column
inches on uninformative tabloidstyle jwrnalism each week!?!
Come off it, Marie-Claire!!??!!

Last week's TV preview
dontcha love it!?! I mean , who
needs to read an intellectual, artyfarty account of what the programmes are actually about!? Nuff
said, ed!!??!!

Every year would-be hacks
stand up and make dull speeches
(they can't even lie imaginatively)
about "what · I will do as Arts
Faculty Rep" etc. These are the
hustings .
Why not inject a little life into
this year's proceedings? I feel I
would really know a lot more
about the candidate if I saw them
(a) standing on their heads; (b)
dressed in their particular sexual
fantasy; (c) undressed; or (d)
other. Especially other.

CROSSWORD

BOOK
,SUPPLEMENT
t

FAY WELDON interview
on her latest book, The
Cloning of Joanna May

•

Feature on Polygon

•

Plus reviews of travel,
environmental and new
fiction publications

•

Interview with The La's

•

Feature on Working
Abroad

Glenda

Hacked-Off
Dear Editor,

IN NEXT
WEEK'S
STUDENT ...

1

Despite this , it is still important to vote, if students'
associations are to be defended from their enemies on
the left and the right, in the interests of those students
who need support.
The more students who vote the harder the
government or anyone else will find it to criticise bodies
like EUSA as unrepresentative or illegitimate.

Everyone knows that hacks do
nothing all year so the least they
could do in return for their
augmented CVs is provide the rest
of us with a little entertainment.
I feel that this policy should be
made retrospective. All ex-hacks
(especially those about to be ex)
still lurking in dark corners of the
campus should be forced to publicly perform some party (not
political) trick or admit to being
the out and out careerists we all
know they are.
Insincerely yours,

Name Supplied.

•

The next two years in
Neighbours

PLUS AMAZING STUDENT
LOTTO- WIN A£200
HOLIDAY VOUCHER
Every STUDENT has a different
number- yours could be
the lucky one!

DOWN

ACROSS
1.
4.
9.
10.
11.
12.
14.
18.
19.
22.
24.
25.

Bewail (6)
Haircutter (6)
Amusement park (7)
Excitement (5)
Molten Rock (4)
Barterer (6)
Fear of Light (11)
Naval Officer (7)
Oxen Frame (4)
Shockingly Vivid (5)
Spectral (7)
Traditional
Long-Haired
Blonde (6)
26. Enthusiastic (3,3) •

1.
2.
3.
5.
6.
7.
8.
11.
13.
15.
16.
17.
20.
21.
23.

Polish (5)
Bread of Heaven (5)
Fine Gypsum (9)
Northern Diver (3)·
Rod-shaped Bacteria (7)
Return to (6)
Island group (11)
Track circuit (3)
Lazaretto (5,4)
Dull (7)
Beer (3)
Woeful Poem (6)
Sailing Boat (5)
Membranous sac (4)
Female Deer (3)
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Conveniently situated in the heart of Edinburgh. One of Edinburgh's most popular bistros
with a large selection of the now fashionable foreign beers.
Food and drinks served till2.30am. We offer value for money meals in our bar and restaurant.

An excellent menu is
available giving a wide
selection oftraditional
Scottish and European
dishes and a wine list to
suit most tastes.

11. 45am-2.30am
From a snack to a
full three course meal.
We have something to
suit everyone.
We look fonvard to
welcomingyou soon

112HANOVER
STREET,
EDINBURGH
Telephone:
031-2201188
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Soccer Cash·.Wasted
COMMENT

The state of Scottish
football- Tom
Hartley questions the
sue of available ·funds.
Meanwhile Justin
Thomson-Glover
bemoans the lack of
organisation of the
meagre University tennis facilities.

fisted Celtic board, he has allowed UEF As generous allocation of - with Beardsley, Robson and
the double winning side of last European competition places Gascoine showing that English
year to stagnate. Celtic, and other rather than their team's very aver- football is coping without Europe
while Scottish football unless it
Premier Division dubs have to age achievements.
.
Turning
to
the
national
team,
follows
the Rangers example is set
spend and become ambitious if
the Scots have an impressive for decline.
they.are going to earn the respect
record and a well earned reputaWhile English clubs remain
they say they want from the foottion.
Beating
Cyprus
2-1
was
barred
from Europe, Scottish
balling
crowd.
In the · Premier League, gate
In a European context, Hearts .hardly a great result but it has, teams must make the best of the .
receipts continue to grow but the
fans outlay is not translated into had a good UEFA cup run this thanks to the weakness of the skill drain which attracts the likes
more exciting football. Rangers year which distracted attention group, set up the team for Italy of Butcher, Stevens and Houchen
collected their second league title from their Q,ad league form but 1990. However, where would they .up to Scotland. Unless Scotland
under Souness and they alone this what of next season? They celeb- ·have been at Hampden Park last can establish a skilful competitive
year have produced footba,ll of a rated at Easter Road last week wee~ ~ithout_ the contribut~ons of league, the process will quickly
consistently high standard. Sou- when Hibernian secured a place in Nevm s English reared skill and reverse and Scotland will have
missed a golden opportunity to
ness is,. criticised for his extrava- Europe for the first time since Johnston's continental flair?
England meanwhile scored five translate passion for the game into
gence in spending nine million 1978. What an achievement to
pounds over three years rebuild- finish fifth in a league of nine! past Albania - a team only teams worthy of the support they
ing his side, but the results fully Hibernian fans should celebrate slightly poorer than the Cypriots receive.
justify his outlay; barring pockets
What would the 1st XI fo.otball
of excellence like McStay at Celtic THE facilities for tennis· at arrived midway through the
and Collins at Hibernian there has Edinbur2h University are match claiming that they had .: team think of some Division Ill
been nothing to compare with the . pretty bad. It's always slightly booked one of the KB courts. This, · intra-mural side rolled up during a
of course, should be impossible University fixture and said "We've
combines talents of Drinkell, Ferguson and Waiters .
embarrassing having to play since the Sports Convener for the got this pitch could you get off''?
on the KB courts with a visit- KB courtS, S. Laing, should have The question must be asked what
Celtic are a big club in every .ing team. But now the situa- booked all the courts until6 pm for is the Sports Convener doing? If
sense, yet Billy McNeil, while tion has got worse.
·
every University home match.· the University gives no bad courts
Souness has had the initiative to
spend, has. not moved with the
During a tight match on Sunday Naturally this disrupted the they might at least allow us to use
them.
times. Not helped by the tight
against Stirling, two people match.

SCOTIISH Football is in a
miserable state, but for Glasgow Rangers and Maurice
Johnston there would be little to celebrate as yet another
. drab season comes to a close.

SUMMER CUP

TENNIS
DESPITE the problems surrounding court bookings, the
men's university tennis team
had a successful weekend's
tennis and barring any major
catastrophe should have
done enough to win the Scottish Universities League.

Slalom

AS the quarter final stage of lighting Vari Breugel overcame
the Summer Cup approaches, Talent BA. Trailing 4-3 with five
minutes to go the Apostles missed a
fancied teams like Kev's XI penalty but managed to force the
and Law Soc are still going tie into extra time with a last
On Saturday Aberdeen arrived
strong and look set for a con- minute goal. Despite the efforts of
with
a strong team but Edinfrontation in the final.
· skipper Dave Fitzgerald. Talent's
An impressive Law Soc put out
the Dental probes 2-1 in a hard
fought contest, centre forward
Andy Houston grabbing both their
goals, while Trout Utd were overwhelmed by Kev's XI with Chambers, Lush, Wooldridge and Van
Breug.el contributing to the 7-1
scoreline.
Both Fraser House teams
crashed out of the tournament earlier than expected. Fraser House
A, last year's Sunday League
finalists but playing without the
injured IanTurner, were unlucky
to lose 2-0 to Pat Nevin's Haircut
while
Dukla
Fraser
were
demolished 13-0 by Get Fresh
crew. Ewan Gilcrest scored a double hat-trick for the in-form premier division side. ·
In another high scoring game,
the Apostles. helped by th~ moon-

suspect fitness was their downfall
and they sank to a 6-4 defeat.
The so far unconvmcmg
KBTRR came through against
Bootleggers but will have to
improve if they are to overcome
old rivals Comsoc for a place in the
last eight. Meanwhile it was a week
of mixed fortune for the Seafood
teams with Trout Utd's inglorious
exit to Kev's XI being compounded by Billy Fish's shock 2-0
defeat at the hands of F~sh Fingers.
The potent Strollers attack saw
them safety through to the quarter-finals putting six goals past
Black"Widows, while the little fancied Baird House put out first
round giant killers Florence ATF
who were unable to sustain their
good start to the tournament.
TomHartley

A warm welcoine awaits you at the

MOUNTAIN

ARGYLE
BAR

BIKES

A fine selection of real ales

A selection of home-cooked lunches
served between 12 noon and 2 pm
You'll find.us at

15 Argyle Place
.:!:din burgh

Justin Thomson-Glover

FOR HIRE AND SALE

TRY
BEFORE
YOU BUY
BIKES FROM £125-£500

OPEN ALL DAY

burgh's strength in depth paid off.
Robert Blanchard, Alan Law and
Charlie Whiteman won all their
matches and paved the way for a
5-4 win.
The following day Edinburgh
entertained Stirling who arrived
with a number of players who had
won tennis scholarships to the university. It was going to be a difficult day. Fortunately, Stirling
only had three good players and
the match ended in a 6-3 victory
with Law and Whiteman continuing their unbeaten stretch.
Although Edinburgh does not
have any show stopping players it
has so far proved to be a consistent and successful team reaching
tournament finals in Tilbourg in
March and now, hopefully winning the inter university title. •

by British Eagle · Diamond
Black· Emmelle · Falcon
Focus· Muddy Fox · Orbit
Raleigh · Ridgeback

GREYFRIARS

BOBBY
QUITE SIMPLY
GOOD HOME COOKING
. 1~ Noon- 9 P:~· ·

CENTRAL CYCLE HIRE
13 Lochrin Place
Tollcross

OPEN SUNDAY
LUNCHTIME &EVENING •

Tel: 228 6333

34CANDLEMAKERROW

•
EDINBURGH

Chris Lloyd helping Edinburgh to a clepn sweep
in the BUSF Champion- sliips.
Bill Manson , Moira Langmuir
Chris
Lloyd and Gareth Rudd-won :.
SKIING
the Giant Slalom team event fo~
A SQUAD of 14 skiers rep- Edinburgh.
resented the University at Fortune was ~n our side however
since Strathclyde's top man Colin
this year's British University Grant managed to ski into AberSki Championships held at deen A team member Dave
A viemore during the Easter McCall the day before , both endholidays_
ing up injured. Edinburgh's Band
Moira Langmuir (Edinburgh) C teams finished 7th and 13th
won the ladies individual title , respectively out of a total field of
beating the ex-British team 28.
member Vanessa Harrison by a
The team Slalom~.J:ompetition
considerable margin in both the was cancelled.due to bad weather
Slalom and Giant Slalom events. which left Edinburgh as BUSF Ski
Unfortunately Edinburgh did not Champions for 1988-89.
feature amongst the male prize
As well as the skiing some
winners.
excellent social events were
The Slalom was won by Robby arranged including a BeerienteerSteel (Cambridge) and the Giant ing around Aviemore, five-a-side
Slalom by his brother Andrew (St football and the traditional boat
Andrews). Edinburgh's best race. Edinburgh provided the
result came from Gareth Rudd winning team in each.
who finished fourth in the Giant
We would like to thank BP for
Slalom: A fall in the Slalom pre- their genewus sponsorship and •
vented Gareth from getting a also the team of people from
Aberdeen who organised the
combined result.
event.

}STUDENT

Victory Bow

SPORT IN BRIEF

RUGBY

SPORTS DAY

THE University finished the
season with an emphatic victory over what was not, on
paper, a weak GraduatesXV
under the captaincy of Paul
Harper.

TOMORROW (Friday), is
the last day for entries for the
infamous Intra-Mural Sports
Day Extravaganza.
Organiser Andy Sherwood is
hoping for more than one
thousand participants in a day
starting at 12 noon and continuing
through until 7 pm. Rugby sevens,
Mens and Womens 6-a-side football, 6-a-side hockey 'and volleyball and 9-a-side lacrosse and
rounders will be played. Teams for
all the sports, except the rugby and
football should be mixed.
These exciting events, combined
with the all-day beer tent, and
alcoholic prizes, promise to ensure
that this will be a very special
"sporting extravaganza".

Although injury and other
commitments
robbed
the
graduates of such talents as Simon
Burns, Graeme Spawforth, David
Leckie and Ian Stevens, their
team included such luminaries as
Danny Casson, Pete Young,
Ricky Hunter, Ian Gardner,
Richard Porter and Colin Dempster. Sadly for them, however the
lst XI produced a five star performance with which they just could
not cope.

EURFC 78
Graduates 4
Particularly outstanding in
their final outing for the University were Steve McKinty and
Chris Simmers. McKinty in particular seemed to cover every inch
Photo: Steve Chittenden
No way through for the Graduates.
on the pitch, while Simmers was
c_;,volved in the creation of several
outstanding tries. In total the upper half of National League Richard Attisha and a h;lf-blue to
Unviersity scored 14 tries, includ- Division 4 and produced tremend- Garth McAlpine.
ing 4 by Ted Linehan and 3 from ous wins over 1st Division WatsoFinally, thanks and best wishes
that man McKinty. In reply nians (18-9) and the highly rated
go
with those leaving the club,
University
in
Bumpy Porter recorded the · Nottingham
including coach Arthur Ross who
graduates solitary effort.
• friendlies.
has retired - we wish them all
0~ paper it has ~en a highly
The club was well represented every success on and off the field.
successful season with victory in at representative level with Unithe Scottish Universities Cham- versity players turning out for
Neil Thaden
pionship, Sevens and 2nd XV Scottish Students, Scottish 'OnChampionship and the Essee viersities, Scotland U-21, ScotParis (ac- land U-19 and Edinburgh U-21. . Match Record:
Tournament jn
complished by the Freshers XV). Blues were awarded to Chris Pld W D L Pts for Against
326 .
The University finished in the Kelly, Steve McKinty and 27 18 0 9 507

Kerr hits centu~y -as
a.l-Ieriot-Watt collapse
CRICKET
WEDNESDAY'S Universities Championship game
against Heriot-Watt assumed
much greater significance
than usual, as it not only
needed to be won, but also
convincingly after the previous weekend's disaster at
Dundee.
Captain Cook did not begin the
day well, losing the toss to the
Heriot-Watt
skipper,
who
decided to let Edinburgh venture
out through the jungle of an outfield to bat first. As has occurred
in every match to date this season
Edinburgh had soon put themselves in serious trouble; as the
makeshift scoreboard read 16 for
3, with Gary Cook (3), Simon
Willey (6), and Mark Hunt (0) all
back in what would have been the
pavillion.
However Stewart Kerr , who
has far looked the only batsman ·
with the confidence and technique
to score consistently tlighly,
decided that this was as far as the
Heriot- Watt bowlers would be
allowed to go, and embarked on a
chanceless, and very attractive
career best of 133 not out. Toby
Thompson, who seems to be making a habit of digging Edinburgh
out of the holes they did for themselves, supported Kerr ably in an
unbroken stand worth 216 runs,
scoring a valient 70 not out.

These two, especially Kerr,
decided e·arly on that with the outfield not having been cut since last
summer it was a waste of time trying to hit the ball along the ground
and that it would sve them valuable energy to get the runs in 6's;
Kerr hit 7, Thompson 1 and took
Edinburgh to a vast total of 232
for 3 declared. Heriot-Watt's
bowlers had had little to cheer
them since the fall of the 3rd wicket at 16 and looked extremely
relieved when Cook called his
batsmen in for the declaration.
Edinburgh themselves would
have been proud of the HeriotWatt batting collapse. Robin
Worsnop (the "flying root vegetable") and Tom Pearson corn-

. ' an
pletely routed them with
immaculate and devastating display of fast bowling in just under
15 overs for the paltry total of 21
all out. Worsnop finished with 7
wickets for 9 runs , including a
spell of 4 wickets for six balls, and
Pearson with 3 wickets for 11
runs, completing a victory for
EUCC by the vast margin of 211
runs.
~
.
Wednesday
.V}
EUCC lstXI 232-3 declared
Stewart Kerr 133 not out
To by Thompson 70 not out

Heriot-Watt 1st XI 21 all out
Robin Worsnop 7 for 9
Tom Pearson 3 for 11

l
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RIFLE CLUB

Staff did eventually scrape the
winning runs with 4 balls to spare,
but the 2nd XI can at least take a
little pride in their spirited defence
of such a meagre total.
Scores:
EUCC 2nd XI 95 all out
Andy Churchill 28
EU Staff Club 97 for 7
Mark Robertson 3 for 35 (20
overs)
Rob Mcinnes 4 for 32 (It overs)

.

FOOTBALL
IN a clash of the titans, the
1st XI destroyed Berwick
Rangers Seconds, taking
charge jn the first half with
Paul Garrett and Adrian
Chambers both scoring. The
pressure was maintained in
the second half and led to the
third goal from Ollie Masting. Berwick managed a consolation goal, but the Firsts
still had their best victory of
the season.

THE remarkable success of
the University Rifle Club
continues. The achievements
in the Scottish Universities
competitiOn
have
been
matched by the results at the ORIENTEERING
British Universities event
Yvette
held at Ham and Petersham. EDINBURGH'S
Last week in Aberdeen, Fiona Hague finished an impressive
Rankinbecame the first woman to 2nd in the Scottish Open
win the long range SUSF indi- Orienteering Championships
vidual championship with a score this weekend.
of 779 out of 800.
Patricia Littlechild emulated
her team-mate when she won the
overall first prize at the BUSF
competition. She inspired the
Edinburgh shooters to first place
in both the team event and the
Quartet.
The University also supplied
three members of the BUSF 'A'
team and four members of the 'B'
team who took on two Great Britain Junior teams . John Oliphant
recorded the highest score in the
match to cap an outstanding week
for the Rifle Club.

CRICKET

Although she could not keep up
with the pace set by Gilly Hale
(Cleveland) whose brother SteV(~
won the men's event, Yvette's time
of 59:53 was enough to keep her
clear of C. Whalley from Edinburgh Interlopers.

MOTOR CLUB
#

THE treacherous lanes of
West Lothian on Friday provided an excellent venue for
EU Motor Club's Nuit
Blanche Rally, the longest •
running navigational rally in
Scotland.

UNBEATEN until Saturday
and confidently hoping (nay,
expecting) to remain so for
the rest of the season, the 2nd
XI suffered a narrow but
embarrassing defeat at the
hands of the University Staff
Club.

The Expert class was won by
Doug Cochrane and Ian Barclay
in a Fiesta 1300, a result which fol. lows on from their victory in the
Non-Expert class last year, and
helps keep them in contention for
this year's Forth Valley Championship.

Nevertheless, opening bowlers
Norrington and Robertson refused
to be downhearted, and with Rob
Mclnness chipping in with some
valuable wickets, the Staff at 67
for 7 saw the game edging back
into the student's favour. The

------------Reports compiled by Mike
Sewell, lain Harrison, Bill Dale,
Dave Donohoe and Suicidal
Mike.
-------------

e
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Janice gets
Jumping Gold
ATHLETICS
ATHLETES from Edinburgh have been busy at both
SUSF semi-finals (Stirling)
and BUSF Championships
(Derby) this past week. Both
mens and womens teams easily qualified for the cup final
this weekend.
At BUSF both teams gave
respectable performances, the .
women finishing 4th and men 6th.
The two teams won 1 gold, 3 silver
and 4 bronze medals.
Three medals were won 6n the
first day of the championship.
Neil Thin ran superbly to help a
group of three break away in the
lO,OOOm. Having taken the wind
for the majority of the race he
finished strongly to clinch the
silver with a time of 30:57.73.
Rolo Smith continued throwing
well and won bronze in a competitive shot competition. His throw
of 13.78m however was below the
brilliant personal best he threw in
Stirling ofll4.16m
Sadly Jamie Henderson was
unable to retain the lOOm he won
the previous year but did manage .
- 3rd place. Troubled with a tight
hamstring he wisely decided not
to defend his 200m title.
At this point Rosie Carter, a
physiotherapist from the PE
Department, must be mentioned
for the invaluable help treating

injuries and preparing athletes for
races. She gave up her time to
accompany us voluntanly and
ended up being used and abused
(?) by Loughborough athletes
more than us. She must have been
good because Jamie kept going
back for massage sessions!
The second day started off well
with Dave Hitchock getting 2nd·
in . the 400m hurdles . Janice
Ainslie then secured our only gold .
medal in the long jump with
5.90m on the first jump.
The finale was the mens
4x400m. Edinburgh , the defending champions, had a weakened
team, due to an injured Adrian .
Bond, but triple-jumper I an Hally
stepped in at the last minute.
Dave Hitchcock blasted off on
the 1st leg, handed to Ian, who ran
his fastest ever 400m in 52.2 to
keep the team in contention. Tom
Blackie ran a good Iegto keep the
team in 4th place. Jamie Henderson then started the last leg 5m
down on the 400m silver medallist
but he ran an incredible 48.05 to
pip him on he line by 300th of a
second to gain bronze medal position.
Many other athletes also made
their respective finals getting valuable team points. These included
Joan Booth (lOOm), Ian Harkness
(5000m), Russel Boyd (3000m
steeplechase), Cathy Kitchen
(800m) and Tom Blackie (800m). ,
, Chris Day

Fun on Tiree

Sailboards in action on the west coast.
spent wattmg for the big sails
WINDSURFING
ready in case the wind picked up
to the minimum of 11 kts for racTHE SCOTTISH Univer- ing to commence.
After spending time surfing sities Sports Federation has
both
on the water and down sand
recently staged a funboard
dunes - and playing football, it
event on Tiree, organised by was decided to hold some fun
Edinburgh University and races on the final day. In order to
sponsored by 7th Wave., make the racing more interesting,
Mach Enterprises, and Ski- it was held on the loch with short
boards, small sails, and a wind
Surf Ecosse.
The event was held from 12th to speed in single figures. A freestyle
14th of April in the last week of competition also provided excelthe Easter holidays, and was lent spectator sport.
Highlight of the week for those
attended by someone from every
Scottish University. Slalom and who dared was a spot of night saildrag racing were planned together ing on the loch, one night wllen
with an expression session. the wind picked up to force 6.
Unfortunately 1he wind never Many faces were splattered with
arrived, though it was there in the mud after over zealous attempts
three days prior to the event. The to gybe after reaching the shore,
or directly upwind of a small
firs~ two days of the event were

• Thursday 4th May
11.15 p.m. DHT Refectory

• Friday 5th May
11.00 a.m . JCMB Coffee Lounge
1.15 p.m . KB Union, Potterrow Bar. Teviot Room. Chambers St Bar
3.00 p.m. Library Coffee Room

• Monday 8th May
11.00 a.m. JCMB Coffee Lounge
1.1 5 p.m . KB Union, Potterrow Bar, Teviot Room, Chambers St Bar
3.00 p.m. Library Coffee Room

• Tuesday 9th IVJay
11.00 a.m. JCMB Coffee Lounge
1.15 p.m. KB Union, Potterrow Bar, Teviot Room, Chambers St Bar
3.00 p.m. Library Coffee Room
6.30 pm. Pollock Refectory

• Wednesday 1Oth May
11.00 a. m. JCMB Coffee Lounge
1.15 p.m . KB Union, Potterrow Bar ' Tcviot Room ' Chambers St Bar
3.00 p.m. Library Coffee Room

.

8.30 p.m. Teviot Row Debating Hall (Mcga Hustings)

•

STUDENT)

wooden jetty.; It' was however
here that the first official prize was
awarded. The expression session
prize was given to Guy Noble
(Strathclyde) a regular "cheese
roller" at Sussex Windsurfing, for
a perfectly executed duck-gybe lit
by car headlights.
Wipeout prizes were awarded
to Andy Meldrum who added an
extra concave to his board whi1e
night sailing, and Will Warburton
who lost a front tooth while surf1ing.
Thanks must go to all the locals
on Tiree who were so helpful and
supportive of this venture -especially Ken the landlord of The
Lodge who gave us so much useful
advice, Glyn of Mist Wave ( a
newly opened watersports shops
which stocks many · windsurfing
spares) for stepping in at short
notice with a rescue boat, to Duncan the postman who lent us extra
buoys, and to the local school who
lent us a blackboard . Sincerest
thanks must also be given to Ian
Hill who readily accepted the
offer_ of being race officer, and
who put a lot of effort into the job,
made harder by having to keep
competitors happy when there
wasn't any wind.
Next year the event is planned
to last for five days, and will be
even bigger. It is hope that one of
the major manufacturers will be
able to offer a supply of identical
boards. Any enquiries should be
addressed to E. MacKenna, c/o
Edinburgh University Sports
Union, 48 Pleasance, Edinburgh.

-
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NIGHTMARE ON
ELM STREET4

..

Fantasies fulfilled.
Page/5

CISMIN

Keeping Up
e oneses
.

N THE deeply troubled, cannibalistic musical climate of the late eighties plaigarism
and unoriginality has given way to the
glorification of the past and the sterility of
the present. But a ray of hope shot through at
the beginning of 1989 in the shape of "Jesus
Jones". The single lnfo/ Freako was by far the
most colourful debut this year. It mixed hip-hop
:!chnology and rock 'n' roll basics to create a
brash frenzy of song, that almost scraped the
farcically sacred confines of the top forty.

I

UR

On the way through various interviews and reviews
(which he describes as "boring shit") main man Jesus,
alias tv)_ichael has picked up a reputation for arrogance
and egotistical behaviour in keeping with the rock 'n'
roll lifestyle. This along with the "next big thing" tag
they've managed to acquire (through no fault of their
own) has set them up for an inevitable critical backlash.

Rock and roll saviours or sampling charlatans? Jesus ]ones have
been described as many things in
their short musical career.
Keiron Mellotte soon discovered
the arrogance and egotism of
singer Jesus H. Jones, pop's
newest Messiah, is no more than
another music press fallacy.

After arriving fashionably late, in that self-indulgent
rock 'n' style, Michael apologises profusefully for the
delay and confides in me that it's because they were
"skateboarding in Livingston." He says this with a
wicked glint in his eye and ushers me into the backroom.
On the table are well over a hundred cans of beer, not to
mention wine, spirits etc. Michael eyes this lot smiling
and sheepishly asks the Venue manager if their is any
honey for his voice. Very rock 'n' roll I must say!
So seated comfortably (with honey) I endeavoured to
Q.talism.
>k him about arrogance, ego mania and lazy jour"I've been accused of concelt,and arrogance? ·
No, no, they've got it all the wrong way round. It's not
a slag at all. In fact that's_one of the great things about
rock music; all the great stars, loo"k at Jagger, Bowie
Lennon , John Lydon and Elvis! It's a pre-requisite or
rock stardom I'm afraid. I'm not going to sit and say
what kind of person I am, am I? I don't thi~k about it
really. "
Do Jesus Jones, possessing that pre~requisite, see
themselves as the "next big thing"?
•
"It's fine that people say that to me. Obviously, like
anybody, I'm quite happy to be called the next big thing.
It might make the future a little harder, but it gives us
something to work. towards. I suppose the journalism is
a bit shabby though. Just because they don't know '
anything about the band they assume so much. But most
of the reviews have been okay and we wouldn't let it
bother us anyway."
So Jesus Jones is opposed to 'the vain singer
·backed by his musos' that the press would have us

A

ith a new single Never Enough in the offing
and the planned recording of the album for
release in August ("hopefully") Jesus
Jones have a bright future in the world of
pop. So I ask the man himself what the future holds for
the next few years.
"Gigging, recording records and skateboarding.
Dejinitely the skateboarding and headlining at Barrowlands, we want to do that. It suits Jesus Jones perfectly.
The humour, the intimacy and the big stage."
The humour, I ask questioningly, are Jesus Jones not
a serious bunch of blokes?
"No, no, no. We're the blackest parody of a rock
band like Spinal Tap. everything we do is laughably
funny."
.
-Michael is indeed a happy soul, the most unarrogant
and agreeable person I've ever met. Perhaps journalists
just mistake the shining contentment in his eyes for a
wicked glint, as indeed I did. But they are, he reminds
me "just a bunch ofwankers any way!"
Second coming or False prophet? You'll have to
decide for yourself but Jesus Jones is definitely a figure
to watch.

W

b~elieve?

"Well, yes. I write all the music and they're all my
ideas; so it's my band really. But it's not as if these are
all session musicians. We are a band in the traditional
sense and we exist in our own little space."
Michael then finishes his cup of tea and I attempt to
clarify this statement, asking where exactly·is Jesus
Jones' own space in the rock spectrum?
"I really don't know and I don't want to know because
I thi'nk that as soon as you see yourself fitting in somewhere; you begin to compare yourself to people and you
set stupid traps for yourself. We've never said we'd be
a chart band, or a hip-hop band, or a thrash band. That's
pretty important to us because we do feel we're pretty
much in a field of our own."
Therefore, do Jesus Jones think that they are unlike
any of the bands coming up through the ranks at the
moment?
.
"I think we are similar to certain bands. Certainly not
the likes of The Sundays. There just doesn't seem to be
any sort of overbearing ambition. There aren't any of

nd with this I'm forced to agree. Jesus Jones
are tiptoeing the line between several musical
genres and Michael "influenced more .by
particular scenes than by particular bands."
Sees the Jesus Jones sound as a collage of those
ideas. Technology, guitars, hip-hop and pop, all thrust
together. But how far should technology take over from
the age old tradition of the guitar?"
"There's no reason 'why they can't live together
(man!) and that's the Jesus Jones thing. The guitar is the
archetypal rock instrument, where as sampling is such a
brilliant tool: you can convey all the sounds you've got
in your mind when you're writing."
Although musical purists call it plaigarism Michael
will defend this stance all the way.
"I don't believe music belongs to anyone. But I'm not
going to give you all that crap that there are only so
many notes because that's a load of bollocks! lnfol
Freako never really belonged to me. I only arranged the
notes and I heard it's been sampled already which is
great. A real honour. I don't believe in all this Peter
Waterman 'sample me and I'll sue rubbish'.
"We use the sounds as basics to move on from. I
don't think you'd recognise them from other records."
An example of these theories in action can be
savoured in the awesome 12" mix of Info/Freako, a
sheer breathtaking ride across one man's paranoia.
"In writing a song like this, you have to do things by
feel. You get the beat going and the guitars in there and
the rest becomes obvious. Like the car skidding to a
hault, because I knew I had to stop there. All you need
is the imagination."
This comes across in their live show where all their
theories are put in to practice. Michael claims that this is
Jesus Jones in the raw. Bigger and better than on record
·
and twice as exciting.
"It's all about music and communication. Nothing
else matters. Not even ourselves just magic. That's why
there's no band politic 'cause as a band we're just not
interested. Personally we all care deeply but such things
have always been crap in rock music anyway."
So we're not going to see Jesus Jones backing any
causes like Red Wedge or Rock Against the Rich in the
next three or four years?
"Not really. The whole benefit things become
really tacky since Live Aid, and so insincere. Why do
these guys keep doing it? Pete Waterman and the rest
God, that poor bastard keeps cropping up like a bad
penny! Why don't they just donate money if they care so .
deeply. Instead of the whole tedious affair of the charity
record."

the bands who want to come over as massive and really
that's what we want to do. The Pixies make brilliant
music but they don't seem to want the same type of fame
as Jesus Jones. We've made no bones about that."
Michiel strongly aenies money being important
as regard the outlook of himself or the band.
"Money's never been important. That comes from
being on the dole for years and playing in bands. Okay.
We want this fame thing but only playing the sort of
music we want to and the music we play is extremely
important to us. For me at least fame and quality must
come hand in hand. If wanted the money in the position
we're in now we could get Stock, Aitken and Waterman
to produce our records. That seems to be the mark of
desperate artists. We want to do it on our own terms.
God what an awful cliche?"
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break their noses against. Like all
great bands, the Pixies leave you
trying to think of all the people
Queen's Hall
they remincP}'ou of while creating
a sound that is very much their
. IT WOULD be both own and instantly recognisable.
humungously tacky and The Violent Femmes would be
humungously appropriate to . the most obvious reference point,
.
.
.
.
but they could hardly be said to
f~ll thi~ rev~ew With p~ras~s have played with the sheer power
hke Gigantic and a Btg Btg /and energy of the Pixies. If this
Love, but that is what a night 1 energy was not immediately appawith the Pixies can reduce rent among the largely immobile
you to. A level-headed, ~ixie personne~ that w&s b~cause
articulate reviewer can be It was consummg the audience,
.
.
who throbbed and ·pulsated all
trans f orme d. m to. a mmst, over th e fl oor w1'th l'ttl
1 e regar d f or
smelly,
gibbenng
blob.· morals or the state of my trousers.
Tonight the Queen's Hall
Tame, Break My Body, Bone
was held in a Boston Machine, Vrames; all were
Stranglehold as the Pixies memorable, but most revealing
staked their claim for world was the material from Come On
domination. Asphyxiation----Pilgrim, a record which sounds
has never been such fun. But tame _and _muted and_ genera_lly
.
.
.
4AD-Ish m companson with
firSt thmg~ ftrst · · ·
Surfer Rosa and Doolittle. HowThe evemng was begu? passa- · ever; played live the songs
bly enough by the poundmg goth realised their full potential. Is la de
da~ce of the Wolfg~ng Press, but Encanta sounded more like a
their show was literally. ov_er- Latino Ace Of Spades than ever
shadowed ~y a rather neat hghtmg (ie not very much actually to anye_ffect, which threw the lead one apart from me), Nimrod's
smger s ~had<?w all the way up the Son could be heard in .all its perwall behmd him.
verted glory and Caribou conthis was accompanied by strobe firmed the excellence substanlighting flashing for a completely tially hinted at on vinyl.
illegal length of time, probably
All the way through Kim smiled
resulting in scores of zombified nervQusly' Charles Francis looked
Pixiites stomping unconsciously an endearingly unlikely hero wit~ _ ~
to the nearest record shop and his pauqch, receding hairline an< }q
buying lots of Wolfgand Press · .blue and white stripey shirt, while
9iscs before waking up and won- Joey Santiago remained unmoved
derhing who was being sick in and unsmiling except for a spot of
their speakers. Actually that's tap dancing on the table just off
rather unfair to the Wolfgang the front of the stage during the
Press' lead singer who spent most guitar flip-out from Vamos. They
Photo: Blaise Drummond
of hi~> time perfecting his impres- returned for a four song encore
si on of Nick Love circa 1980. But and the front half of the crowd diswe weren't there to see the Wol- solved in a communal sweatpool
humour and a killer chorus hook.
Although their secret is .the gang Press' were we? On came the before resurrecting tht<mselves
marriage of synth and guitar, the Pixies and Kim Deal smiled with just in time for Tony's Theme and
guitar sound definitely dominates genuine surprise and embarrass- for me to mix half a dozen more
the live set. Frenzied guitar work ment as the crowd bayed .in fren- metaphors.
was only matched by brilliant zied expectation and punched
The Throwing Muses will be
sampling and the strange use of each other appreciatively. "Wel- here in June. I hope the good
the stroboscopes which created a. come to Scotland" said Charles people of Boston realise that they
really weird visual effect upon the Francis forgettably and launched will never have it so g_ood again.
into Debaser whife the crowd
luminous colours the band wore.
launched into anything they could
Step_hen Barnaby
The crowd moved enmass
clearly impressed by the Londonso seamless and smooth that th~
ders; singing along with Infol
net result is an updated Soma fc --.. 1
CL
ANN
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Freako, a fact that astonished
the in-car CD generation. The
young Michael into speechless- Playhouse
Clannad experience is like switchness- and believe me this is very
ing on Radio 3 by mistake: a raprare.
HAUNTING, evocative and tuous 'silence and then restrained
In Never Enough he sang "So
mystical. Transcendant even. applause greets the end of each
you're happy/but that was-never
An ethereal fusion of jazzy number.
enough" -well I was happy in
The band seemed to be at great
improvisations, shimmering
fact I was ecstatic- but despite a
pains to assert modesty instead of
chords
and
folk-rock
harcrowd baying loudly for more
stage presence - a frustrating
there was no encore. Still this was -monies, firmly anchored by a experience for this member of the
tasteful allegiance to the audience- "Urn, well, t,his next
without doubt leading contender
ancient traditions of Celtic piece is entitled, urn, well I can't
for gig of the year.
music ... Please don't hesi- remember it's name but the singer
Keiron Mellotte
tate to stop reading if you sang it with someone famous from
have a sensation akin to hav- over the water," announced the
ing a finger stuffed down bass player and seeming leader of
Clannad succinctly at one point.'
your throat.
I would advise them to take a
(Taifor)
For this can be the effect of
crash course in alcoholism or drug
Clannad. Their music is indeed a
Hi91ifatu! Crafts
Charlie McVeigh
fusio.n of the things above, but it....is abuse.
HIGHLAND & PIPE BAND OUTFITTER

PIXIES

the influenced by the B52s but:
they lacked any of the tatters wit.
Finely gelled quiffs and built up
shoulder pads were strictly
Calton Studios
uniform so that they_looked like
rejects from a 2000 ·AD comic
WHEN the Sand Kings went strip. Posturing, posing and genon stage the - first thing I . erally being crap, they managed
to empty half the hall into the bar.

- JESUS JONES/~LANET
POP/SAND KINGS

thought about was the Soup
Dragons. But from the
moment they began to play I
decided this was a lazy comparison.
Using that retrogressive
Byrds
guitar
sound
coupled with gritsy solos and
REM type harmonies that
made them an enjoyable live
act. Did I say enjoyable? I
meant bloody brilliant!! Back
to basics with integrity and no
shitty cliches.

Then from what seemed like
nowhere Jesus Jones exploded
with a blurr of colour and sound.
Dominating the now packed hall
with their strong stage presence
and they were in terrific for~.

The set was blistering, chock
full of razor sharp potential singles and powerful rockers. Info/
freako was a gigantic, aggressive
and positvely orgasmic pop out-·
burst of staggering proportions
Broken Bones with its strangely
sampled line of "Do I love you . no?" reverbarated hypnotically
Planet ·Pop however were not around the hall. Whereas I Bet
very good at all . As their name You Know Ail The Answers was
suggests they were more than a lit- intense with a Morrissey-like
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HIGHLAND DRESS HIRE & SALES
We offer four different types .
of Highland Dress outfits .
from day wear to evening
wear, with over sixty
different tartans to choose
from in stock. A further
unique service we offer is
that of'HIRE A KILT IN
YOUR OWN TARTAN'
and also for those people
interested in purchasing
Highland Dress our 'Hire
and Buy' is one to take
advantage of.
CALL US NOW! 031-557 0256
EX-HIRE KILTS FROM £49.95

GEOJ<FREY (TAILOR)
57-59 High Street, Royal Mile, Edinburgh.
(Next to John Knox House)

(OPEN 7 DAYS)
10% Discount upon presentation of this advert.
THE HOUSE OF KILTMAKING
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NIAGARA

The Venue
ALTHOUGH almost totally
unknown in this country,
Niagara are an accomplished
and popular ·hard rock band
from Spain, surely · more
accustomed to relati~g to ,
audiences numbering 1000s
of people rather than 10s.
However, Niagara are not
. the kind of band who will
balk at ,playing to any audi. ence. They didn't worry
about who hadn't turned up,
they just gave their all to
those who had.

I would guess most people
hadn't heard any of Niagara's
music, which would account for
the lukewarm response to the first
·few songs. But, by the end of the
set, the enthusiasm was such that
the band played three encores.
The guitarist's solo was the
most sensitive that I have ever
heard. He displayed · a sincerity
that often seems to be lacking in
the traditional heavy metal "solo
spofs". The man's technical ability is beyond doubt.
Songs like Secret Love, I Will
Be There, No Conversation and
Walking proved that Niagara have
at least as much to offer as any
American hard rock band in the
same vein . And that includes the
now vastly overrated Bon Jovi.
Duncan Carson
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The Sun Dissolves While Man Lo;ks Aw~y From The Unborn Child Mesmerized by the new Technologies by Eduardo Paolozzi . .
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Over the past year or so
p~ople seem to have been
going a little environment
mad. But how much do we
actually know about what is
going on? Jaci Douglas has
been perusing the literature.
ITH terms such as "greenhouse
effect" and "acid rain" now very
much a part of everyday vocabulary, it seems logical to assume that
environmental issues have finally reached the
level of recognition and serious acceptance they
deserve. But it seems that many people still
support the notion that "green politics" is merely
for "trendies" or "hippies" and has no real
relevance today. Of course nothing could be
further from the truth and everyone should be
concerned with conserving natural resources and
preventing any further exploitation of the earth
for human profit.

W

Before I examine a few of the more well-publicised,
but perhaps less understood, terms bandied around
today, I feel that I ought to apologise in advance to
scientists and conservationists alike for any mistakes or
over-simplification as I stress that this is merely an
amateur look at topics that should concern us all, experts
and beginners alike.
As I said before, "the greenhouse effect" is a wellloved phrase today and along with the ozone problem
seems to be the '.:in vogue" issue ofthe year (just as "acid
rain" was last year's "in" problem). The "greenhouse
effect" is caused by the build up of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere which acts like a giant piece of glass in a
greenhouse which allows the sun's rays through but
prevents them from escaping, reflecting them back to
earth (apparently this is called thermal infrared
radiation absorption), causing a rise in temperature.
The basic greenhouse effect is actually a natural feature
of the world, helping to keep the earth 33° C warmer
than it would be otherwise. But as long as the amount of
gases in the air, especially carbon dioxide (C0 2) remain
constant then an equilibrium is established and
temperatures do not fluctuate too much. The problem
occurs when humans begin to upset this natural balance
and increase the C0 2 content which exaggerates "the
greenhouse effect" with catastrophic results arising from
an increasing global mean temperature. Over the last
100 years or so, this rise is thought to be about 1° C,
which may seem minimal but when one realises that
there is only SO C between us and the Ice Age, one
understands the dangerous game we are playing. Figures
about to be released are expected to confirm that 1988
~as the hottest year on record, beating the previously
hottest, 1987.
·

Apart from the more dubious effects such as the
spreading of the deserts and more extreme weather
conditions, there is another critically important
consequence - the rise in sea level. This has actually
already happened with about a 15 cm ri~e during the 20th
century, but most of this can be explained by the thermal
expansion of the sea water caused by the increased
temperatures. A little extra water has been "added" to
the sea from the melting of glaciers although,
paradoxically~ actual ice sheets seem to be increasing in
size. But this still does not make up for the 30 cm or so
that could be added within the next 40 years following an
increase of 2° C. The rise in sea level could be enough to
cause flooding of major cities such as London, New
York and Shanghai as well as complete low-lying
countries such as Bangladesh and The Netherlands
The increase in C0 2 that is causing this temperature
rise is mostly due to the burning of fossil fuels but it is
also aggravated by the clearing of tropical rain forests.
Deforestation is in fact escalating the problem by
removing a major source of excess C0 2 absorption .
Over the past 30 years, C0 2 levels have risen by 11 per
cent and although there are 900 million hectares of rain
forest left, it is being cleared at an enormous rate with
150,000 square kilometres being lost annually in Southeast Asia alone.

ut it is not only C0 2 that is causing the
"greenhouse effect". Principal greenhouse
gases include water vapour, methane and the
now infamous CFCs. The problem with CFCs
(chlorolfuorocarbons) is that they are manufactured and
although present in far smaller quantities tha·n other
gases, molecule for molecule, they are responsible for
up to 10,000 times as much warming as C0 2 and cause
perhaps 20 per cent of the expected temperature rise.
. But CFCs are perhaps "famous" for another major
~ssue-:- the ozone layer, or more specifically, the hole in
1t. W1thout this layer of gases between 15 and 30 miles
above us, it is doubtful if life could exist on land as it acts
as a vital shield from the damaging effects of the ultraviolet rays from the sun.
This ?zone layer envelops most of the stratosphere
(the regwn of the atmosphere between 41f2 and 10 miles
up) and ba~ically exists though the reaction of oxygen
under the mfluence of sunlight. This means that it's
constantly being renewed, and as long as the
manufacture and destruction of ozone remains constant
there is no cause for concern. But once the balance is
tipped, problems result.

B

A good analogy is of a tub filled at constant sp~ed by
a tap. The tub has a hole in it which allows the water to
escape at t~e same speed as entering so the level (like
ozone concentration) remains the same. But once you
start to tamper with the size of the hole then the
equilibrium is upset and disaster could result. Present
concern is that ozone is being destroyed (by chlorine in
the atmosphere) faster than it is being made , and a
"hole" was discovered in 1982 over the Antarctic, with
speculation of another one now present over the Arctic.
These holes have been strongly linked to CFCs because
of their high chlorine content and the rapid increase in
their usage over the past decade or so. CFCs found in
refrigeration_ processes and computer aerosols
are extremely long-lived; some remain in the
atmosphere for up to 100 years. As the ozone layer is not
very substantial (in fact if it was squashed evenly over
the globe it would be just 3 mm thick!) and so small
disturbances can have huge effects. Apart from the
warming of the earth and those effects similar to those
caused by the greenhouse effect, skin cancers and eye
problems (such as cataracts) can result from this
unprotected exposure to ultra-violet radiation. DNA ,
the basic protein of life, is liable to be mutilated and
destroyed by ultra-violet rays as are many commercial
crops. Action needs to be taken to prevent any further
. destruction of the ozone but ideas to try to reverse the
effects include spraying fresh ozone over the hole(s)
with a giant aerosol can!
Although both these issues are extremely important,
it must be stressed that there are many many other
problems that must not be ignored merely because they
receive less publicity or seem less "glamorous" than
these.
~cid rain, a disastrous· problem that Britain plays a
maJOr part in causing, has still not been greatly reduced
and the destruction of vegetation, stone and men, and
the poisoning of fish and wildlife, still occurs. Yet like all
these problems, it is preventable but would cost a lot of
money that most governments are not willing to spend
(it would cost Germany £15,000 million just to clean up
its waters and soils).
So it is time for all countries to realise that , yes, there
are other major issues that require attention and finance
but surely the preservation of the world should receive
equal if not more consideration.
But don't be disheartened, and remember that
although the bulk of the clean-up needs to be on an
international scale, you buying "ozone friendly"
hairspray and converting to lead-free petrol could make
all the difference. At least you will have got your
priorities right.
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he Scottish Society for the Prevention of Vivisection have been campaigning for an end to
animal experimentation since 1912.
Mr Les Ward, Director of SSPV believes that
the new Animals Act is not enough.
"We are not totally satisfied with the Act. We must try
and abolish certain experiments. Morally there is no justification for using animals in research. But realistically
this is not possible. Instead we want to ban us~less experiments such as those duplicating certain drugs, and
psychological experiments which have no importance.
In tqe case of MS and cancer research we uhderstand ·
why animals have to be used, but we want animals to be
replaced even for these purposes."
"We were originally campaigning for total abolition of
animal experimentation but we have had to compromise
our principles to get something done in the short term."
The St Andrew Animal Fund, a sister charity, aims to
find alternatives to using animals in experiments.
The number of animals used in research is falling and
has been for a number of years.
"A great deal of this is due to the cost of keeping animals but a great deal is also due to the pressure," Mr
Ward adds.
While we are talking the phone rings and Mr Ward
begins to discuss the rehousing of a young dog, with_the
caller. This is just one of the many roles the society
takes. He has been successful- someone has agreed to
take the animal.
Other successes include the rehousing of macaques at
Edinburgh Zoo several years ago.
"Under the new act prosecution is also possible if animals are abused, or if scientists exceed their project
licence."
When a scientist applies to the Home Office for a project licence they are required to state the level of severity
of pain they will inflict on the anin:'al; "mild:', "~oder
ate" or "substantial". Higher bandmgs of pam will only
be permitted for certain experiments.

ORE than three million experiments were carried out on animals
in Britain in 1987. As yet
figures are' unavailable for 1988.
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Edinburgh University does not deny that experiments
on animals take place in some of its departments but
according to a spokesman: "Only a small amount of animal research goes on at Edinburgh compared to other
places. The vast majority of it is part of medical and veterinary research and none is undertaken for drugs companies."
Since the introduction of The Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986_which came into effect on January
1987, the use of animals in experiments throughout the
country has been closely monitored.
Scientists working with animals are now required to
document details of every single experiment carried out
on an animal and the exact species used. Another
change in the system is that embryos are now counted as
separate animals. A major part of the Act is the introduction of a two-tier licence system. An establishment
firstly has to obtain a licence to actually carry out experiments and then has to obtain a further licence to carry
out certain experiments. For an institution to obtain ·
such certification it has to have a named veterinary surgeon to provide advice on the health and welfare of the
animals.
When a scientist applies to carry out an exprimental
procedure they will be required to state the "banding of
pain" the animal will suffer and why an alternative
method not ~nvolving animals cannot be used instead.

hese days several alternatives do exist. Computer simulation means that animals can be saved
from experiments. Human tissues are now
being used when possible. Not only do other
options save animals but they often prove less expensive
too.
According to Professor Kelly, Head of the Department of Pharmacology, the department only undertakes
experiments which have some meaning for Man. He disspokesman for Edinbu·rgh University Animal
approves of unnecessary animal research, such as
research for new shampoos. The department does not
Rights Society estimates that £3 million is
take part in "negative data experiments" where a large
allocated to research involving animal
experiments within the University.
number of animals are used to test a product's effectiveAnimal Welfare Groups have been cam"I don't believe humans have the right to use animals
ness. Instead the type of research carried out is such that
paigning for an end to experiments using for their own use. There are so many viable alternatives
"you see something happening."
However the department have experienced a certain
animals since the beginning of the cen- such as computer models, epidemiology studies and clinical studies. Those people who experiment on animals
amount of hostility from students. Some refuse to attend
tury. Yet millions of experiments conare too blind to see what they are doing. Academics conexperimental demonstrations and, in first year at least,
students are not forced to watch the experiJ!lents. It is
tinue. Katka Krosnar spoke to people · sider us to be loonies but Animal Rights are not campaigning in their own interests," the spokesman said.
not only students who are concerned -one member of
on both sides of the argument.
"Things are changing. I believe that in my lifetime anistaff is also opposed to vivisection.
A large proportion of the department's allowance is
mal experiments will be abolished all together."
spent on the care of the 500-or-so animals there. Seven
It is difficult to know whether there will ever be an end
"fairly abusive" letters from children criticising their
' technical assistants make sure the animals are fed and
to experiments which cause suffering to animals but it
work by inviting them to see the animals for themselves.
well looked after 365 days a year. The animals are very · Many have accepted and have written thankyou letters
· does seem unlikely
A Home Office spokesman says that it is not easy to
tame due to their expert handling. Strict· government
afterwards.
.
. ..
_ regulations specifying the -conditions for the animals
look to the future:
senior member of the Faculty of Veterinary
"Today we believe animals are needed to test certain
have to be followed. Each type of animal is kept in a
Medi~ine feel_s th?t res~arch involving_ animal
things but for mildness, not severity. A balance has to be
separate room with air-conditioning and sterile surexpenmentatlon IS too Important to give up.
achieved so that an animal is not used unless it is absoroundings, and at a specific temperature.
"The benefits of animal research for human
lutely necessary."
Under the new act the size of ca~es in which animals
and veterinary medicine are impossible to calculate.
are kept have to be of specified dimensions. Cages of
Though there is no specified ultimate target to the
·Certain kinds of problems are resolvable only by animal
number of animals used in future, the government want
Stainless steel Or aluminium, can 'COSt up to £2,000 each.
research. The plan is to be as productive as possible, and
·the number of animal experiments "at a minimum, while
Within the department the number of animals killed
to
use the minimum number of animals.
safe-guarding the public."
are reduced wherever possible. If an animal can make a
"The faculty as a whole is concerned with the use of
In 1987 there were a total of 386 different places in
full recovery after an experiment it will be saved. There
studies involving animals to advance knowledge, such as
Britain carrying out research using animals. These
is a thermostatically-controlled incubator similar to that
that of normal functions which have been disturbed and
include Public Health Laboratories, Universities,
used for small babies.
damaged by disease, and what can be done to restore
National Health Service Departments and Government
One third of the department's research is into brain
normality in animals. The work bridges into human
Departments.
damage caused after a stroke and into drugs which can
medicine. Very often in human work the nature of
reduce the damage caused.
It i~ hard to imagine that scientists would ever agree to
Other areas of research include work on AIDS, . studies is not possible in human subjects."
stop
performing experiments using animals. ComIn Veterinary Medicine too the numbers of animals
psychiatry and senile dementia, brain injuries occurring
promising
~:m P.rinciples and beliefs o~ the aprt of both
used are falling.
· at the time of birth- especially in premature children,
the
research
scientists and the Animal Welfare groups
"Individual research worker&,_ are using fewer animals
and also depression.
does
seem
to
be having some success. It remains to be
than ever before. People don't like killing anima_Is so we
· · Professor Keily states thai: funding is a problem:- seen whether the science and technology which
don't
do
more
than
we
think
is
neces~ary."
"It is the cost of the research which puts us under presimproves the !if~ of humans can continue to.bring·a~out
sure, npt Animal Rights groups."
changes without the need to use other animals in the proThere
are
many
societies
which
ha~e
been
set
up
to
try
The department is keen to develop.Iinks with schoolcess ...
and protect animals in this country.
children._ Over the f>_ast few years they have resp~mded to
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If you hear strange bangings in the
Pollock room above in the middle of
the night, or a disembodied hand
messes up your lecture notes, when
you 're not looking, who ya gonna
call? Well you could try Robert Morris, Britain's only parapsychology
professor, resident here in our very
own University. Maxton Walker
went to talk to him. Meanwhile Toby
Scott ventured into the bowels of the
department to find out what happens
there in the darkest hours of the
night.

D

EEP within the heart of the old
psychology building there lies a small
room. A room that bears testament
to the darkest deeds of the blackest
human mind. A room where a centuries-old evil
lurks in silent waiting. A room of unspeakable
terror where all your worst nightmares will
become unspeakably and undeniably true. . . .
If a tabloid rag or "bestselling" account of a horror
story were being written, then that is roughly how
Edinburgh's Parapsychology Research Chair would be
introduced. For, unfortunately, parapsychology,
extrasensory perception, levitation, precognition and,
yes, spoon bending, has fallen victim to that foulest of all
modern-day curses: tabloid-interest value.
Professor Robert Morris, the first holder of the
Koestler Chair of Parapsychology (formed from a
posthumous endowment by Arthur Koestler, the writer
and critic), is a man who manages, rather than shatter
the popularist notion of parapsychology, to dissolve it
away with a blend of quiet precision and insistent
. rationality. Since he took up his post in 1985, Professor
Morris - the only parapschology professor in Britain
and one of a mere handful in the world - has been
involved in helping to elevate the subject from the
occulist realms of the supernatural to the place in the
respected sciences where it belongs, and he pursues his
aims with the accurate detachment of a man who
perhaps does not know where he is going, but knows
how he is going to get there.
First, the obvious question. What is parapsychology
all about?
"Our work is focusing in two separate directions. One
has to do with trying to understand as much as possible
about what is not psychic but looks like it. What are the
ways in which we can mistakenly attribute meaning to
coincidences that happen? Also much of what we do is
involved with people who . are deliberately psychic
frauds. Magicians, mentalists, who use techniques that
have literally been around for thousands of years, both
to entertain people and to exploit the readiness of their
beliefs."
·
At this point there is a name which leaps so agilely to
mind that it is tempting to think that Professor Morris
and I have engaged in a little light telepathy.
So what about Uri Geller. Fake or genuine?
I sense perhaps a flicker of world weary resignation
passin~ across the professor's face as he passes a scrap of
yellowmg parchment across the table. It is a New York
Times interview with Geller in the mid-seventies in
which he describes some of the more mundane tricks he

has employed. All the professor will say on the subject is
unrevealing.
"I'd rather not be quoted about a particular
individual. That's a policy we have here. I've never
worked with him so I don't know. My impression is that
the kinds of feats that he talks about, many magicians
have shown how one can fake them."
Dr Morris's voice has been taking on a distinct edge.
Realising that I am on controversial grounds, I take the
hint and let the conversation move onto other topics.
But what are the aims when studying parapsychology
on these kind of people?
"If I am trying to evaluate some public figure, I'm not
so much interested in who· does public demonstrations.
I'm not interested in somebody whose main
experimental research is based on a single-shot study
whose sole purpose is to show 'it worked'. I'm interested
· in studies where there have been systematic
manipulation of variables and there has been some sort
of independent dependant variable relationship. I'm
interested in if somebody has psychic abilities, can they
train other people to do it. In other words, is there some·
area to do business here?"

A lot of the experiments that
we have done in the past have
been relatively trivial
compared to the claims of
what may be going on.
t is interesting to note that in many of the parapsychological studies carried out, there seems to be
a trend towards statistical evidence, rather than
. with individuals. Why, then, is psychology always
v1ewed as the key to parapsychology?
•

I

as

"In P.arapsychology, mathematics is used a tool. It's
something that's used to let you estimate the likelihood
that some sort of information transfer has taken place. I
think psychology is put at the focus of it in part because
the phenomena as they have been noticed so far have
been a function of human observers and human
experience. The tools of psychology are having to be
brought to bear at the start in order to enable us to clear
away some of the wheat from the chaff, in order to

explore whether there is a core of phenomena that need
to be explained. If you're dealing with human beings in
the system, most physicists are simply not trained to deal
with it so far. Most of the people who have been taken in
by fake psychics have come more from the physical
sciences more than the social sciences because they are
not used to dealing with systems who talk back to them
or try to trick them."
But how do you actually decide what is worth
investigating and what isn't in a world where there are so
many fakes?
" If somebody were to walk into this room and
volunteer to levitate any object in it" (I glance
involuntarily at the door) "and then walk out and I never
see them again, and ask if I would be interested, then my
answer would be 'no'."
"But the tabloids would," I suggested.
"Oh, sure they would , and for some people the goal is
the demonstration of a miracle. That's not my goal at all.
I don't need to be reminded that I don't know everything
about how the world works. And that's what we're up to;
is there something going on here that we can learn about
and then convert into useful knowledge and information
for people."
Earlier, the professor had mentioned that there was
another area the department was studying. What was
that , exactly?
"The other area of our interest is oriented towards the
idea that if there is something going on here, then we
should give it as good a chance as we can to show up ,
which is not so easy as it appears. A lot of the
experiments that we have done in the past have been
relatively trivial compared to the claims of what may be
going on. What we have to do is find common grounds
that satisfy our needs for experimental rigour and also
give the phenomena a good chance of occurring. We are
dealing with a big, noisy system so I'm not in a position
of saying 'I know it exists'. But it is also a core of
evidence that has to be read very carefully and most
people who are critical are critical of surface claims. To
read the literature and evaluate it isn't really much fun."
At this point he mentions that it would be like me, a
chemist, reading a book on nuclear physics. This is
slightly startling as I don't remember actually
mentioning the subject I study to him before! A
manifestation of the paranormal? (OK, well, maybe I
mentioned it to his secretary earlier.) The number of
times that mundane events are reported as paranormal
in the media, however, perhaps because the deeprooted interest that people have in telepathy,
communication with the dead and the like have lent the
subject a fascination with a badly distorted view of the

subject. But does this media attention help or hinder the
work?
"It's hard to say. I suspect it hinders it more than
helps, because it conveys such a completely erroneous
view to people about what we do. In a way that's
analogous to crime shows with police who shoot
everybody all the time; that isn't the way they do
business but it shapes out an image of what . law

terrifying than The Exorcist because it actually
happened!!!" The story, for those of you who still sleep ·
above the bed covers, concerns a family who moved into
a house in New York State in the seventies, which had
been the scene of a grisly series of murders when a man
went berserk and shot his wife and children one night.
According to the story, the new family started to
experience a plethora of paranormal occurrences.
Hallucinations, levitations, freak snowstorms, clouds of
flies in the middle of winter- all the usual things you get
when you move into a house that hosted infamous mass
murders in fact. But what part did he actually phiy in
showing the story was not all it purported to be?
"Most of what I did was totrytotake apart some of the
logical inconsistencies, flaws and problems in the book,
but I did make a lasting contribution when I was able to
get out the weather data "for the New York City region
and compare it with what was described in the book. I
found absolutley no match at all. It was most important
with regard to a large storm that, supposedly, held them
prisoner in the Amityville house during the last night.
There was no rain in the New York City area at all on
that day. I got kicked onto the weather by the fact that
there was a place in the book where it was described as
snowing despite the fact that the temperature said it was
far too warm for snow. I eventually managed to help fill
in the pictur~ that in fact it was largely a work of fiction.

I suspect the media hinders
more than it helps because it
conveys such a completely
erroneous view to people
about what we do.
enf(')rcement is like. although probably," he adds with a
smile, "I should speak more for the States than over
here."
here is also the subject of a certain book-·The
Amityville Horror - which still leaves me
cowering under the duvet on the darkest
nights. The blurb went something like: "More

T

S we all know, Edinburgh University is
unique in having the Arthur Koestler
Chair of Parapsychology, the only one
of its kind in Britain. All well and good,
we say another first for our venerable pile. Unfortunately, to justify their existence here, the
parapsychologists have to do research, ·which
means they need subjects which played right into
the hands of a sub-editor (Ed- thanks a f***ing
bundle!) who needs articles, which is why I found
myself lurking around outside the psychology
building on a cold, windy Friday night. My
rendezvous was to be with Mr LotKur Reimar
Guissurasson, a parapsychology postgraduate
who had advertised for "subjects".

down for the first test, to discover my degree of belief in
parapsychology. As a born sceptic, I scored very lowly.
Loftur, this time cheerfully puffing on a pipe, gave me
two more tests to determine my superstition (low again)
and the vividity of my imagination (very high). At this
point I began to feel strange and began to wonder if there
was something in my tea.

A

Eventually Loftur appeared to let me into the building.
He was young, blond and indisputably Scandanavian.
First I had to be signed into the building and was profoundly disappointed when Loftur had to use his hand to
pick up the pen. Upstairs, I was given a cup of tea and sat

·

ow came the test proper. ln a different room, I
will try to influence the random choice of a computer
at
one
of
four
boxes,
aiming for them each in turn. This was repeated
·forty times and the whole thing done twice. The first time
through I was given a running score of hit or miss, the second time I would only find out my success at the very end.
A score often each time, give or take three or four would
must be chance. a deviation of five or more was "significant".
Alone, in a darkened room, I tried to influence that
computer to "hit" the right box more often than it should.

N

There are other obvious things too. The new people who
live there don't report these phenomena happening at
all. There is no red room in the house and the burial
ground that was supposedly under the house, was in fact
located quite some distance away."
.A big sigh of relief all round, I think.
All in all, I must say that eighties parapsychology is
very different from what I had envisaged. There was not

In the Amityville Horror, I
eventually managed to fill in
the picture that the book was
largely a work of fiction.
a seance in sight. No flying books or strange banging in
the rafters. Parapsychology really is a science subject
with a legitimate area for worthwhile research. In
Edinburgh we have a unique opportunity to watch this
area of interest grow and take shape on a world basis.
Professor Morris and his colleagues are finally giving the
subject the impartial respect it deserves. I wish them
luck.

I scored five. Loftur came in, pipe in hand and a grin on

his face. He looked at the computer then at me. He spoke.
"Hm. Odd."
Whether he was referring to the computer or me I
could only guess, but after setting up the game again, he
left.
This time, with no idea if I was hitting or not, I really
tried. I tried concentrating on the screen, on the space
bar, on the wall plug, on the ceiling, on each box in turn.
I was beginning to sweat badly when at last the test ended
and it gave me my scou. Five, I panicked. I ran for the
door but in the darkness hit the wall at speed instead. ·
Magically, Loftur materialised.
"M. This is interesting. This is what we call psi-mis·
sing." That was what I call spooky. At this point, I was
supposed to reveal my journalistic intentions and quiz
him instead, I fled, I've got some sort of power but It's
very inaccurate. Outside I tried to move a stone by think·
ing about it. The stone didn't shift but a car behind me
moved perceptibly. There had definitely been something
in my tea. That fiend had put in milk and sugar.
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DESIGNER TECHNOLOGY
Hidden away from the public gaze, in the
basement of the French Department in
Buccleuch Place, is the Centre for
Communication Aids for Lanaguage and
Learning (CALL), Megan Yates ventured
furth to investigate.
ALL is part of Edinburgh University's
Department of Education; at the
centre a team of specialists work
together to develop ways in which to
apply microtechnology to the needs of disabled
people whose communication is impaired. The
team consists of a speech therapist , an
educationalist, a psychologist and an electrical
engineer.

C

Paul Nisbit, the resident engineer, is working on the
"smart wheelchair" for physically disabled children who
are unable to manage the joystick of an ordinary electric
wheelchair. Independent mobility is an essential part of
growing up. The reduction in opportunities for a physically disabled child to play and explore, as compared
with an able-bodied child, mean that the physically disabled child is exposed to fewer stimuli and has less
experience and control over his or her environment. It is
through play that the ordinary child learns much about
one's abilities and begins to behave as a person within
the human world in general. This process of increasing
understanding of oneself and one's environment and the
control of one's own actions is at the root of intellectual
physical and communicative activities.
he wheelchair with which Paul Nisbit is working
is a standard electric wheelchair onto which a
microprocessor-based system has been built.
Because of the different skills that physically
disabled children possess, each wheelchair can be
adapted to meet the particular requirement of each
child. There are several "user tools" from which the
composite microprocessor-based system is built. These
tools reflect the various needs of an electric wheelchair

T

to: monitor for and react to collisions with .hard objects,
or to "visually" guide the child away from obstacles, or
to follow a predetermined path. The bump tool consists
of large foam pads with micro switches embedded at
strategic intervals in the foam. These micro switches
cause the chair to stop on collision with a hard object and
reverse a short distance to allow the user to have another
opportunity to manoeuvre past the object. The bump
and turn tool is another version of the bump tool, with .
the additional feature of a 30 degree turn on collision ,
which helps the user to get out of the situation. The look ·
ahead tool searches for and locates objects within the
path of the chair, slows down the chair on the approach
to an object and then guides the chair away from the
object. This is carried out through the use of two
polaroid ultra sonic transducers which have a range of up
t o 35 feet . Lastly, the line follower tool enables the chair
to follow a predetermined path . A detector consisting of
•two coils picks up the signal from a track of wire or flex
carrying alternating current , which is then fed into a
computer.
he level of autonomy of the chair is variable and
can be adjusted to suit the individual skills of
different children . The workload is shared
between the child and the chair, the balance
depending upon the skills and confidence of the child.
The bumping tools demonstrate the cause and effect of
collision, in that the tools recognise the act of collision,
and react upon that action. However, it is not always
good to encourage collision just in order to turn, and the
look ahead tool prevents this whilst giving the child an
idea about length and spatial orientation. The chair is
being tested by several children of different ages and disin the convulsive movement of limbs. The smart chair
abilities, who come from the Westerlee School for Spas- . was adapted to her needs by connecting a lap tray to the
• switch which she activates by hitting the tray.
tics in Edinburgh.
he eldest, Terry, is 17 and suffers from cerebral
The smart wheelchair has potential applications for a
palsy and dystonia, resulting in poor limb and
wide range of people. However, it is not at a production
hand control but good head control. He . stage yet and each new chair built is a modification and
started using the chair with a head switch and in
an improvemt.!nt ·on its predecessor. The chair is
addition now uses a hand squeeze tool. The smart chair
designed to facilitate the conscious choice of the user,
has made him independently mobile and enables him to
not to take over total control , and above all it allows
choose where he goes and extends his range of activities.
physically disabled children to experience and learn
through independent actions.
Cl a ire is a victim of cerebral palsy , which tends to result
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• Thursday 4th May
11.15 p.m. DHT Refectory

• Friday 5th May
11.00 a.m. JCMB Coffee Lounge
1.15 p.m. KB Union, Potterrow Bar, Teviot Room, Chambers St Bar
3.00 p.m . Library Coffee Room

• Monday 8th May
11.00 a.m. JCMB Coffee Lounge
1.15 p.m. KB Union, Potterrow Bar, Teviot Room, Chambers St Bar
3.00 p.m. Library Coffee Room

• Tuesday 9th May
11.00 a.m . JCMB Coffee Lounge
1.15 p.m. KB Union, Potterrow Bar, Teviot Room. Chambers St Bar
3.00 p.m. Library Coffee Room
6.30 pm. Po!lock Refectory
'

• Wednesday 10th May
11.00 a. m. JCMB Coffee Lounge
1.15 p.rn . KB Union, Potterrow Bar, Teviot Room, Chambers St Bar
3.00 p.m. Library Coffee Room
8.30 p.m. Teviot Row Debating Hall (Mega Hustings)
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AM sure that the belief
of the general mass is
that science and •"the
arts" are two separate
and unmarriable subjects.
However, in conversation
with Dr Murray Campbell, of
the Edinburgh University
Physics Department, there
seems to be at least one
incontravertible refutation of
this belief.

I

Many of the great physicists among them Helmholtz, Rayleigh
and Raman (of Raman scattering
fame}- appear' not to have been
uncultured individuals, blinkered
to everything but abstract theory.
Indeed they had a great interest in
the subject of music and
contributed much to the physics
underlying musical sound. Dr
Campbell is no expeception to
this. He has always been
interested in music and plays
many instruments, in particular
the trombone in the Edinburgh
Orchestra
and
Symphony
sousaphone in a jazz band. He
even thought seriously about
taking music rather than physics
when he left school.
Around 1970, while still a lab
demonstrator in the Physics
Department, he became involved
in a scheme of which I am sure
many students are unaware,
namely a series of lectures given
by physicists to the Music
Department on the subject of
acoustics. These lectures have
been a tradition for many years
and go back at least to the 1930s.
In fact it probably goes back a lot
further than that, for in the
University's collection of historic
instruments (housed in the Red
Music School. next to McEwan
Hall) there are some instruments
which date back to the last century
which are clearly not practical and
were obviously used for acoustical
demonstrations. For example,
there is one very long horn which,
when assembled, is about 15 feet
long, the idea being to show what
a French horn would look like if it
were uncoiled. So clearly tbis
interest in acoustics associated
with classical instruments has
been going on for a long time.
The background of music
students is obviously varied but
aside from one or two students
each year with A-level or SYS
physics (and a student who has in

Editors:

fact completed a degree in physics
before deciding to pursue music
here at Edinburgh), the majority
have little or no physics
background. So just what sort of
things can be covered in these
lectures, so as to be both
intelligible and interesting to
these students?
Musicians obviously want to
know how their instruments work
and how the ear responds to
certain kinds of sounds. Two

mUSlC.

violins can look exactly the same
but one is pretty useless while the
other sounds marvellous. The art
of the craftsman, you might say.
Although it is true that many of
the subtleties of the "classic"
instruments
such
as
the
Stradivarius still elude physicists,
much work has been done
recently into the way violins
function and this has been of
much help to the makers of
musical instruments. Violins are
now being routinely produced
which are much better than
before, by the people who have
kept track of the scientific ideas.
Returning in more detail to the
lectures, one of the main parts of
the course is to teach the students
how to carry out simple scientific
experiments on their instruments,
such as testing to see that the
resonances are in the correct
place. The reader at this stage
may be thinking that this is purely
an interest course and the
musicians can "take it or leave it"
and escape the trauma of having
to understand mathematical
equations. But this is not so. At
the end of their first year there is a

Rebecca Fitzgerald
Harriet Wilson

Layout and ·Design:

degree examination in acoustics
which they must pass in order to
proceed and as well as a term of
lectures and demonstrations, a
brief practical project must be ·
undertaken which is assessed. For
the first time next year (1990)
there will be some further studies
in the second year as part of the
orchestration course on the more
detailed aspects of acoustics of
instruments and how they behave
together in an orchestra.

sophistication
of
electromc
techniques which started to make
it possible to do more subtle and
advanced measurements than had
been
previously
possible.
Experimentalists are now able to
measure much quieter sounds and
using frequency analysis can look
at the details of the harmonic
spectrum at a node . A lot of the
things which people made
uninformed
guesses
about
previously can
be studied

are still a lot of subtleties in real
instruments. This is really no,t a
very interesting pursuit. Instead,
Peter Nelson, at the Music
Department, is more interested in
using synthesizers to produce
sound
which
conventional
instruments cannot.
The lectures at the Music
Department seem to have been a
great success. A lot of effort has
been put in out it is obviously not
easy for people with such different
subject
backgrounds
to
communciate
satisfactorily.
Unfortunately many of the things
which may be of great interest to
musicians, such as why in certain
circumstances a piano needs to be
deliberately mistuned slightly (to
allow you to modulate from one
key to another) requires a
reasonable
amount
of
mathematical
analysis,
and
although many of the students
have
a
background
in
mathematics, some "fall over
backwards kicking and screaming
when you mention a logarithm" .
But a factor which has been of
great value in communication is
the fact that both Dr Campbell
and Dr Greated play in orchestras
and groups quite often ·
alongside some of the music
students they lecture to, where
experimentally. Another example they can. chat informally on music
could be determining whetherthe as well as acoustics.
thickness of a trombone wall
makes a difference to its tone
Finally, Dr Camp bell and
quality or whether silver plating colle~gues have tried to keep in
(commonly used) makes a touch with professional musicians
difference. These questions are · in Edinburgh to try to make sure
not yet fully answered . Several that what they do in teaching is
research papers in acoustics related to the way in which
journals within the last three to musicians
understand
their
four years differ on questions such instruments. A lot of what has
as these.
gone wrong in this subject area is
Synthesizers are also used as that scientists have worked away
part of the lecture course because at what seems to them to be
it is not just about classical important while ignoring little
instruments but what is the nature subtleties which actually turn out
of musical sound. Why is a to be all the more important to th_e
particular- sound smooth and musicians.
Conversely,
if
mellow wherea·s another is rough musicians think that physicists.
and harsh .
don't even understand these
The quality of synthesizers has points then nothing they say will
improved drastically over the be worth listening to. Players in
years. But will we ever be able to the Scottish Chamber Orchestra
produce electronically a really have been very helpful in
convincing
reproduction
of . discussing the way instruments
,classical
instruments?
Dr work.
It is obvious that much effort
Campbell's view was that with
modern sampling techniques has been made to make this
(almost like making a digital course a success. Wouldn't it be
recording of a musical instrument wonderful if all lecturers had such
and replaying it) it is already devotion to teaching their
possible to get very close but there students ....

Physics and ¥usic seem ·very diverse but they
both come together in the subject of acoustics.
James Mills spoke to Dr Murray Campbeli of
the Physics
Department about the science of
.
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Murray Campbell's personal
research has been in atomic
physics but has more recently
become more involved in that of
musical acoustics. Clive Greated
(Director of the Fluid Dynamics
Group) is also very interested in
of
musical
the
acoustics
instruments and collaborates in
these lectures to the music
students and these two men are
joint authors of The Musicians'
Guide to Acoustics written last
year as a text for the course. And
because of their keen interest in
the subject their joint research
work is of a serious nature.
Now one might have thought,
being a classical branch of physics,
that research in the subject was
almost exhausted. This is not true.
A lot of work was done by some
very eminent physicists. Indeed,
Dr Campbell says, laughing, "Just
about everybody who makes a big
contribution in physics also seems
to have been interested in music."
But around the 1930s, '40s and
'50s, there seems to have been a
bit of a lull in research and then a
resurgence. This was probably
particularly due to the growing

The new Student science
·pages need you. Great for
CV.s, application forms
and chat-up lines. Come
along to the Science Page
meetings in KBU
Committee Room at 1.00
p.m. on Wednesdays, or to
the general meeting at the
Student offices at l.OOp.m.
on Fridays.
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R.OYAL SIGNALS
AND RADAR
ESTABLISHMENT
MAIN ACTIVITIES: RSRE is the major UK Government Establishment for long-term research into electronics,
information technology and sensors.
RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES:Physics, Materials SCiences, Laser Technology, Computing, Pattern and Speech
Recognition, Radar, Communication and Sensor Systems.
DEGREE DISCIPLINES: To apply you should be a graduate in Computer Science, Applied Mathematics,
Physics, Electronic Engineering or a related discipline.
RSRE is part of the Ministry of Defence (Procurement Executive). Its activities range from basic research into the
physics of new materials and devices, _through research into the key information technology disciplines of
computing and communications, to the study of complete radar and command control systems. The
Establishment provides a thriving research community with outstanding in-house facilities and collaboration
with university and industrial teams is actively encouraged. Opportunities for participation in international
collaborative activities also exist. In recognition of their work, RSRE's scientists have won a number of national
awards, including seven Queen's Awards for Technical Achievement. To maintain and enhance the international
reputation of the Establishment, RSRE demands a high standard for gra:duate recruitment, but in return offers
excellent opportunities for a successful and rewarding career.
Information available from your Careers Office or Senior Personnel Officer,
Royal Signals and Radar Establishment, St Andrew's Road, Gt. Malvern, Worcestershire WR14 3PS.
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THE TRIFFIDS
The Black Swan
Island LP

MUSICALLY, The Black Swan displays all the attributes of the variplayers in the saloon scene on the album cover: the confidence of
the card sharp, the sassy st_ryt of the female "entertainer", the smooth
aplomb of the bar musicians. This confidence we see in the way the
album widly zig-zags from style to style, as each track rolls before us
caring nothing for any idea of an overall feel or "concept" like Calenture
sought. The sassy strut typifies The Triffids's readiness to plunder
musical forms, their own and others, and their determination to use
these to cut their own ground. As for the smooth aplomb, this indicates
how easily they carry it all off. For The Black Swan is a towering piece
of vinyl.
At times, The Triffids ea~ appear oh-so-gentle. The sub-marine beat
of Falling Over You ushers in a tale of love-sick reminiscences but with
an added twist as the reminiscencer has trouble remembering exactly
when his affliction struck him. The counterpoint of this song is Goodbye Little Boy a dash through the bittersweet taste of parting ex-lovers
-perhaps the female interpretation of David McComb's starry-eyed
Falling Over You .
·
The pageant continues: the sing-a-l<?ng-a-Triffids Bottle Of Love;
the intent and seething anger of the Public Enemy-ish The Spinning
Top Song ("I'm a spinning top, I'm a catherine wheel/I'm a sideshow
freak, I'm a ribbon of steel" spits thejmagery); the Latin/European
waltz of The Clown Prince creating pictures as rich as the musical
heritage from which it draws its inspiration.
The show ends as a glockenspiel oozes love on the idyllic fairytale
Love and McComb sings of "No blemish of lust, flesh , unfreckled by
· sin" . It is wholly satisfying that an album as all-encompassing as The
Black Swan closes with a song that is romance incarnate.
Craig McLean
OI,IS

TflE MEN THEY
COULDN'T HANG
Silvertown
Silvertone LP
THIS is truly a motley crew of
sounds and styles ranging from
the tacky Rain, Steam And Speed
with its embarrassing Runrig
undertones to the excellently
Man from Delmonte-ish Down
All The Days, pushing speedily
past Big Country and Waterboy
influences on the way.
Still unashamed to champion
their political stance, but refusing
to ram those ideals down your
throat, Lobot01nv Gets Them
Home, has a storyline straight
from Kesey's Cuckoo's Nest. But
with Nurse Ratchet being
replaced by the US government,
the tale of political oppression
loses its ficticious appeal and
becomes one of frightening reality.
Despite a title surely stolen
from a Slayer record, Hellfire
And Damnation, is incongrously
good. More bluesy than satanic
with some moody background
tinkling piano, this more than
eompensates for the few dodgier
numbers on this interesting if
somewhat inconsistent album.
Jaci Douglas

DE LA SOUL
3 Feet High and Rising
TommyBoyLP
LET'S get one thing straight at
the outset: this record is important, very important. De La Soul
have singlehandedly altered the
direction of black music. Until
now Hip Hop has arguably been
the most exciting music of the late
eighties despite (and perhaps
because of) its competitive macho
stance, but it expressed through
sexist egotism or a dubious brand
of streetwise black nationalism.
The energy generated by the big
beats and rhymes, whatever the
message, is comparable to the
feeding frenzy of the early punk,
and what's more Hip Hop has
united blacks and whites on the
dancefloor without the muchhyped violence which it is supposed to incite.
De La Soul have extracted the
energy and excitement of this

FRAZIER CHORUS
Sue
Virgin LP
IS THIS LP sufficiently coffee .
table? One hopes so. Certainly it
has been formualted for that
richer soother taste. Sue can
in fact became as much a part of
everyday life as the ubiquitous
coffee break, and equally pleasurable.
It's a rare and wonderful occurence when a writer's perception
of life allows him to draw from
day-to-day life as a source of
inspiration. Lyrics of this kind
speak in a language famifiar to all,
1provide something instantly
homely. Whilst talents like Neil
Tennant seemingly revel in the
banality of our existences, Frazier
Chorus' Tim Freeman takes
things further, lifting a sheer,
honey dripping beauty from the
mundane.
It is these glorious lyrics,
locked into the open yet intimate
instrumentation which makel>Sue
so tremendously versatile, as

music but they have traded in th.e
prehistoric ethical code of Hip
Hop for "the daisy age": a naivesophisticated mock-hippy revival
in rap form.
Anything goes in the heady
atmosphere of 3 Feet High and
Rising: from minute long conversations, in French, about breakfast (Transmitting Live From
Mars) to a frank, non-sexist
appraisal of the male organ
(Buddy). On·Jenifa Taught Me
we hear a tale of first lust which
could not be out of place on a
Smiths album.
The beat stays funky throughout, augmented by joyfully
iconoclastic sampling ranging
from the sublime (Otis Reading)
to the ridiculous (Liberace),
leaving Coldcut looking square.
De La Soul have beaten Hip
Hop at its own game and now the
writing is on the wall for all to see:
"This is the Daisy Age".
Charlie McVeigh

.easily digestible as a Farley's
Rusk! in warm milk. For it is
equally possible to become
engrossed in the meandering life
of Frazier Chorus, with fluttering
clarinet and flute, as it is to treat
, the whole thing in a rather
ambient way. Sue has a cosy
appeal rather similar to Swoon,
which provides a rather worrying
comparison, in that Frazier
Chorus are perhaps destined to
lose their adorable naivety and
become gummed up in a heavily
lacquered bubble-gum production.
Yet Sue is not all sugar and
sweetness. Forgetful has a
genuine air of melancholyunbearable tragedy on such a
small scale that the insensitive
would barely notice. And the
aptly named Storm sets up a
close, claustrophobic heat and
tension which is unleashed in a
downpour of snare drum before
finally fading away. A sensitive
work overall, packed with homely
comforts.
• Alun Graves
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ROBERT HOLMES
Age of Swing
Virgin LP
FOLLOWING the resignation of
Jerry Kidd, the Red Guitars were
joined by Robert Holmes, who
was instrumental in their LP Tales
of the Expected, the disappointing
follow-up to their flawed by
brilliant Slow to Fade debut.
Holmes' solo LP shares many
of the characteristics of Tales of
the Expected. Gone is the majestic
guitar sound of the early Red
Guitars work, to be replaced by a
better produced but more bland
mix of synthesisers and "civilised"
guitars.
The LP starts well with Age of
Swing which is very moody and
atmospheric, possibly the
strongest track. Unfortunately
Holmes seems to follow this
formula thoughout the whole
album, with layyred synthesisers
and lush production contributing
heavily to the sound.
Holmes' songwriting ability is
no doubt very professional, but I
found that the songs failed to grab
my attention- they lack the
certain spark that forces you to
listen to them.
Perhaps the best word to
describe Age of Swing would be
inoffensive. If IJ:olmes' intention
is to write middle of the road
background music then he has
achieved his purpose admirably,
and if you like that sort of sound
then this LP is perhaps worth a
listen. Otherwise steer well clear.
MarkMoffat

DIEWARZAU
Land Of The Free
Fiction 12"
FROM Chicago, the home of
House, come Die Warzau who
unlike the other bands from their
area boycott James Brown in
favour of more European influences. The same aggressive vocals
as Nitzer Ebb and the same bombardment of heavy sampling as
Front 242 are very prominent.
Unlike those bands who veil their
politics in ambiguity Die Warzau
are much more overt. The title
song and especially I've Gotta .
Make Sense with its Jessie Jackson.
speeches make no bones about
their leanings. It's the kind of
record that can only be
appreciated at full volume, definitely not as background music.
James Haliburton

151 LOTHIAN ROAD
EDINBURGH

I

1000s OF MEN'S
AND LADIES'
SHOE BARGAINS
MEN'S from

£19.95
LADIES' from

£9.95

Tel: 228 6618
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ULYSSES EPIC

An epic reading ofJames Joyce's Ulysses looks to be entering the Guinness
Book of Records staged in the Bedlam, it was received with widespread
acclaim.
ULYSSES
Bedlam Theatre
28-29 April
THE formidable task of staging a production of James
Joyce's "Uiysses" was undertaken at the Bedlam last
we~kend, a continuous performance which lasted for
almost three gruelling but
exhilarating hours. '(he pro·duction succeeded in all its
aims - it raised (lpproximately £1,000 from friends of
the eArth, broke the world
record for the largest performance of a single work, and it
paid tribute to the unique
genius of James Joyce.

The performance was divided
into fifteen separate acts, struc-

Modern Girl
potential and still makes
good coffee".

A HARD LIFE
Bedlam Tht:ratre
2<? April

The dream impression of the
piece was that of a building-up to
something significant and enlightening but, unfortunately·, it never
seemed to quite get there, leaving
one with severe doubts as to
whether anything was being said
at all.

WOMEN are downtrodden,victimised and enslaved by
their society. This was the
overwhelming
impression
which came over in Jennifer
Colgan's A Hard Life,a piece
which attempted to explore
The
rather
fragmented
the evolution of women from chronological pattern which
her medieval subservience to plunged uneasily fro':~ ?ne era to
.
. .
the next seemed remtmscent of a
magic and sup~rshtiOn o_r her . rather simplistic potted guide to
encasement m the IVory women's history , lacking depth
tower through to today's and insight.
woman, equally ·entrenched
in her gender role who "has a Enthusiastic
performances
husband of equal earning from the cast failed to disguise the

fact that the piece did not go
beyond being a somewhat shallow
lament.
The' performance culminated
with a nauseating protest rap
which saw the cast gyrating vigorously to a hip-hop beat whilst.
reciting verses of the "I hate men"
variety, containing lines which
made one only want to cringe.
This inane and somewhat futile
protest was positively derogatory
to women as a whole and only succeeded in evoking transient sniggers from the lunchtime audience.
If this is today's liberated woman
on show, I am cynically tempted
to add that perhaps society is justified in keeping her repressed.
Gillian Smith

tu red around the chapter divisions
of the book itself; each part was
narrated , dramatised and interpreted by a different group of
actors and directors, the majority
of whom were Edinburgh University students and staff. The text of
"Ulysses" was the unifying force
of the performances, but each act
was interpreted according to the
individual ideas of the directors
and cast, resulting in a fascinating,
vivid and challenging variety of
dramatic styles.
The first act, directed by Colin
Teevan -who was also responsible for devising the idea of this
performance was a relatively conventional approach to the text it
relied on the actors to convey the
force of the words rather than on
props, imagery or improvisation
techniques. The problems of narrating pages of conscious and
unconscious thought, expressed
in densely packed imagery, were
overcome by using various acto~s

to echo the strangths of the central
characters. This device was particularly dramatic in the final part
of the act - with three actors
speaking almost as one but also
replying and responding amongst
themselves, creating the effort of
words
wrapping
themselves
around each other.
The ensuring acts · employed
various dramatic devices to interpret the text- actors sitting on a
darkened stage shining torches as
they spoke, a cast relying on spontaneous improvisation, the audience being blindfolded in order to
concentrate on listening to words
-all of which made for a produc- ·
tion of diversity . The members of
the audience, whether they saw
one act or the majority of the per- .
formance , were unanimous in
their acclaim: an unique achievement was enhanced by the talent
and or!ginality of all involved .
Fiona MacKinnon

peace hovering over it , suggests
man's uses and abuses of nature.
Despite the appeal of su~h ecoart , these pieces are curiously
· uninspiring . Being wall-mounted,
they lack the impact and solidity
of free-standing structures. In this
respect , Galloway's floorpieces
confront you more directly ,
although their "organic" shapes
struck me as rather cliched. Surely
TI;IE current interest in the there is more to nature than seed
relationship between art and pods. This aside, her technique of
science can be seen in this · stretching tissue paper over wire
joint exhibition of sculpture gives an interesting sense of skin
and drawings. Both artists over bone.
are highly conscious of their The scientific theme again
materials, Cooper man- emerges in G~!loway's drawin_gs
ipulating sheet metal while of molecular, thro~gh the mtcG ll
t
t
th · roscope", structures. Stylish, but
a oway
~Dn ras s
IS rather cold. Cooper's drawings,
hars_hness With h~r more monochrome roughs for his
fragile paper and wue struc- sculptures, resemble fading fostures.
sils. If this is science, it lacks the
vital spark of life. These pieces
There is a sense of physical might not be seen by many , being
decay about Cooper's welded and displayed in the attic-like upper
corroded pieces; a feeling which floor of the gallery. Not an exhibiseems to clash with their rounded, tion to rush out and see but fine
cloud-like forms . One such cloud , for a visit on a wet afternoon.
Julie Taylor
with an ominously black dove of

NEW WORK FROM 44
SCULPTURE&
DRAWINGS BY
LEILA GALLOWAY &
TONYCOPPER
309 Gallery
Until27 May
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HUMPHREY LYTTLETON
PLAYS DUKE ELLINGTON
Queen's Hall
28 April

nsane

TO GIVE a representative
-. selection of the work of a
composer whose creative life
spans some forty to fifty years
is an impossible task; simply
to play the best known and
best loved of Ellington's
works would take forever.

There is a system at Broadmoor -which is a maximum security psychiatric hospital whereby every three years the
patients have the opportunity to
argue the case for their release.
The play is structured as if it were
·f
such a tribunal - the audience
UNTIL the media focused become the judges· of this one
attention on the Cleveland woman's case, listening to her
affair it may have seemed ... argument and assessing the eviinconceivable to most people dence.
The flaw in this approach
that their lives could be so
lies in the fact that we hear only
much at the mercy of the her side of the story, and despite
state's authority. The legal the sympathy we may feel for her
system and the medical pro- their remains the unavoidable fact
fession are supposedly the . that a story told from one perspecguardians of the individual's tive alone makes judgement difwell-being: the ' Cleveland ficult. Despite this, Cindy Oswin
affair showed that they could gives a bravura performance as
the woman and it is the courage
also be a threat, as their and honesty she brings to the part
power is absolute and that carry the play through the
unquestioned.
occasional awkwardnesses of
staging.
The One Sided Wall is the story
of a woman who believes herself
"The One Sided Wall" is an
to be the victim of injustice and emotive play, but it is . Janet
persecution: as she relates the Cresswell's story rather than the
events that led to her incarcera- drama itself that provides the
tion in Broad moor she attempts to impact: it is a story that should be
explain why she feels she has been heard and it is a testament to the
betrayed by the system. The play determinaton of one woman, who
was written by Niki Johnson in demands that those in authority
collaboration
with
Janet accept the responsibility for their
Cresswell, who herself has been actions and the devastating conan inmate of Broadmoor for sequences of those actions on her
twelve years, and whose life pro- own life.
vided the factual basis around
whic;h Johnson has structured a
challenging piece of drama.
Fiona MacKinnon

THE ONE SIDED WALL
Traverse Theatre
25-30 April

Humphrey Lyttleton is well
aware of this , and simply used his
knowledge
of
staggering
Ellington and his music to come
up with a selection of works which
he personally loves and respects.
Thus the audience was taken from
the Cotton Club sound of the 20s
and 30s with Stompy ]ones and on
through the 40s and 50s and
beyond with It Don't Mean A
Thing, Black Butterfly , and
Duke's Place.
Lyttleton's excellent sevenpiece band (trombonist/arranger
Pete Strange and John Barnes on
saxes and clarinet in particular
deserving a mention); worked
their way through this disparate
repetoire with skill and feeling ,
producing some remarkable
solos," not the least of which
~- came from the young Alan Barnes
on alto sax, who although at times
slightly too fast tor his own gooo ,
mounted a blistering attack on It
Don't Mean A Thing.
Humphrey Lyttieton describes
Elington's music as "threads in a
tapestry" remove these threads,
the tunes played this evening,
with their deceptively simple
melodies , harmonic richness , just
their simple joy and longing, and
the twentieth century; would
alose a dimension of beauty.
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Euan Page

Edin.burgh Symphony Orchestra's. performance resulted in a pot-pourri of highs and lows.
EDINBURGH SYMPHONY
'--.T ORCHESTRA
Q ueen's Hall
. 29 April
REINHOLD Gliere's Concerto for Coloratura (soprano
and orchestra) contains a
vocal piece all but the most
accomplished singers should
vehemently refuse to perform. This point became
painfully obvious as Fiona
Mitchell , the featured sop-

CONTEMPORARY
SCOTTISH ART
369 Gallery
Until27 May

rano , attempted to do justice the often accomplished playing of which had a deep, warm characEdinburgh
Symphony ter , while the horns tended to be
to the difficult andante and the
allegro movements in the Orchestra was completely over- played with a shade too much
Russian composer's work. shadowed by the soloist's power- brashness for the flowing
ful, yet parapatetic interpretation melodies. Similar to other romanHat high notes , a shrill upper of her part , especially during the tic composers, Rachmaninov in
register, and a distant quick,
staccato
passages. ' particular; this work by Bax was a
absence of a fluid continuum,
. pure joy to hear as performed by
or musical line in many
Conductor Alasdair Mitchell the
Edinburgh
Symphony
phrases all combined to make ,_admirably led the symphony Orchestra.
Ms Mitchell's · performance ' through the unabashedly sweep- •
an unfortunately disappoint- ing;romanticism o'f Arnold Bax's . The programme's second half
Tili.lfJgelin thefirstselection of the . featured Brahms' Symphony No.
ing and uncomfortable inter- evening. The Cornish coast is ~ 4 in E Minor, Opus 98. One ofthe
lude.
evocatively expressed in the pas- composer's lesser-known symThe waltz, allegro section of
Opus 82 was memorable in that

In each we peer through holes
in hedges, trellis-supported roses
and crocus-supported wire arches
into memories of hot childhood
summers ("I will take you back")
and a world where man and
nature could exist in a satisfying
reciprocal relationship.

Although a touch more
polish would have been highly
effective, the programme was
very sound overall, and provided
the audie-nce with a fine evening ·
sionate strains of this piece. Espe- · phonies, the orchestra smoothly of beautiful melody.
Jen Beer
cial)y fine was the string section, moved through i!s heavy, drama-

While here intentions are evi- tion would have beeqjb~h more
and
entertaining
dent,
her
highly-coloured , satisfying
All in all, these new examples
crudely impressionistic style
becomes rather sickly and "choco- of contemporary Scottish art
late-boxy." in an exhibition of prOJ11ise some exciting and
th.is size. Olivia lrvine is undoub- accomplished work in the. future .
tedly talented and ·' with an
Rachael Warren
increased repertoir-e_ this exhibi-

THERE are currently two
startingly different exhibitions in the 369 Gallery.
Olivia Irvine, who studied at
Edinburgh College of Art,
has returned from a year on .
scholarship in Madrid with a ·
collection of densely coloured . cravon-like oils and
monoprints.

tic melodies while creating a
thoroughly enjoyable interpretation of the work. Charles Dodds
and Alastair Thompson, the oboe
section, featured prominently in
the first movement, due to th~ir
' skilful execution and the li]lgerihg
. quality they brought to the work's
melodic line.
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Troubled Seas
THE PIRATES OF
PENZANCE
Kings Theatre
until6 May
ALL
of
Edinburgh's
bourgeosie, it seemed, had
trooped to Kings Theatre last
Monday to watch one of
those wholesome pieces of
light
entertainment
and
perennial faroute of the middle-classes - The Pirates of
Penzance.
The plot is too innane to
expend excessive numbers of
brains cells describing. Suffice to
say, it reads like a grown up fairy
tale: a group of pirates (astonishingly enough, from Penzance) pur
sue daughters of a Major General
into wedlock- all merely a vehicle on which to hang the fingertapping, tongue-tripping songs by
Gilbert and Sullivan.
Given the excelle~t production
of Iolanthe produced by the same,
newly-formed production last
year, expectations were raised for
The notable exception in this
a "sooper" night out. Expecta- morass of mediocrity was Eric
tions were dashed. Although Roberts as the spritely Major
strong as a chorus, the singers had General who pranced and
all the energy drained out of their frolicked with the energy of a
voices when they took centre spring lamb whilst all around him
stage as soloists. Susan Devlin as scenery tettered precariously and
Ruth, nursemaid to pirate hero, secret doors swung open unintenwas stunningly bad. (Which direc- tionally, making for, at times, an
astonishingly unprofessional and
tor's couch did she jump from?)

scrappy production.
It was all fodder for the brainnice songs, shame about everything else. The work lacked originality; again the same old keystone cops (by now something of
an institution in the history of
British theatrics); yet again the
same comic routines. What would
.Jonathan Miller have done with

L'ERISMENA
The Crown Theatre
27-29 April
BEAUTY, a preening, posestriking flapper-girl, Fortune, a dusty old woman with
a crystal ball, Virtue, a
sanctimonious young priest,
and Fancy, a brightly-clad
enigma converge on the

"'L'erismena':".
What follows is a Shakespeanian tale on two levels- Beauty,
Fortune, Virtue and Fancy are
transformed into maids and valets
and they frolic behind the backs'
of their masters and mistresses,
approaching love in a frank , gun• gho manner
The stylized recitative soared to
frequently into aria, but when
it did it was worth the occasionall)'
tedious waitp there were some
lovely solo anas, particularly soul·
ful ones by the English rose prince
Erineo in his well controlled.
charming tenor and some exciting
but brief outbursts from his valet.
Clerio. There were some thrillin~
duets, particularly the intertwin·
· ing of sweet sopranos in the love
duet between Aldimera anc
Erismena, and the reunion bet·
ween ldraspe and Erismena.
The acting was smooth - the
servants appropriately mon
exaggerated: the manic Agrippc
who frequently burst onto th(
this operetta, as well as with his
stage trilling with joy assiduous!)
Mikado?
courted the round-eyed Fleird~
Which really brings me to the
who responded to his attentions
fervent hope that the D'Oyly
in ]ler lovely husky GlaswegianCarte's production of "The
accented voice.
Mikado" (yet to be p esented at
Finally identities are revealed,
the Kings, at time of going to
press)~ is a more polished and passionate clinches ensure and
inspitid performance.
. peace prevails .
Sung Khang
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CAREERS AT HEAD OFFICE

•

You wouldn't buy a suit
without trying it first.
So why should you take a job?
Whatever subjects you're studying, if you are interested in a business
career come and spend a week of your summer vacation at our Central London
Head Office -one of the most exciting commercial environments to be
found anywhere. By observing and questioning as well as participating in
interactive sessions you'll begin to understand Marks & Spencer and, in
particular, two key business areas.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
This fast and finely tuned commercial activity is responsible for
providing our Managers with the information they require in the format most
appropriate to their needs. You will witness how the development and
implementation of computer systems supports every aspect of our operation.
And how information technology has transformed such areas as stock
control, sales forecasting, ordering and fmancial analysis.
You will need a keen business awareness and a flair for logical and
systematic thinking.

BUYING
Spending a week with Merchandi~ers in one of our buying teams will
put you at the heart of our business operation. Our Merchandisers are

responsible for the profttability of the products sold by our stores. Their job
begins with budgeting and continues with negotiation with suppliers on cost
and quantity, and allocation of products to stores.
This complex and demanding role calls for a range of skills including
the ability to deal with a number of issues at any one time.
This is the launch year of a Business Insight Programme for Head
The number of available places is limited. They are only open by interview to
undergraduates in their penultimate year. The programme will be held at the
end of August/early September.
Where there is mutual interest to a career within Marks & Spencer, we
will invite you to the fmal stage of our Graduate selection procedure.
For students from outside London we will arrange and pay for
accommodation and travel costs.
For further information and an application form please contact your
Careers Service or the Recruitment Department, quoting ref: HOBIP at
Marks & Spencer plc, Michael House, 57 Baker Street, London W1A 1DN.
Tel: 01-268 7676. Closing date for applications end of May 1989.
We are an equal opportunities employer.
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Dreams and Nightmares

Freddy Kreuger returns (yet again) to give decidedly bad dreams to the inhabitants of Elm Street.

NIGHTMARE ON
ELMSTREET4
Odeon
Dir: Renny Harlin
FREDDY
Kreuger;
psychopathic child killer, is
the archetypal bogeyman.
With his demonicallaugh and
familiar outline silhouetted
against a backdrop of
haunted houses and nightmarish landscapes - he is
scary.
Worse still, he is immortal,
unbeatable and an imaginative
and ruthless murderer. In Nightmare on Elm Street Four, Freddy
returns to seek vengeance on the
children who vanquished him in
the last film. Stalking their
dreams, he hunts them down and .
kills them.
The plot of Dream Master
revolves around the struggles of
one girl, Alice, who finds that as
her friends die she is left increasingly alone to face the fiendish
Freddy. However, she becomes
stronger, gaining the assets of her

dead companions until she is
strong enough for the predictable
showdown at the end of the film.
Parts of the film were enjoyable
but these were infrequent parts
which were inevitably overshadowed by what can only be
described as a feeble attempt to
keep an old story alive. In my
opinion, Freddy would be better
off hanging up his hat and glove
'forever·. The dream sequences
were too long to sustain my
interest and the recurring dream
sequence became irritating.
However, the special effects
were rather good. It was typical
"body horror" which played upon
the audience's psychological fear
of anything happening to their
own bodies. The film was ruthless
in showing burning flesh and
snapping limbs. Realistic it was,
but enjoyable it certainly wasn't.
Watch out for the humour.
Blink and you miss it. Nevertheless, in the true tradition of good
horror films, there was a smattering of one-liners. Actually the
whole film might have been part
0f some hugely successful joke.
The parade of angelic children

FILM SOCIETY EGM
THE Edinburgh University exceeded the revenue taken in.
Film Society is sad to .Decidely this constitutes questionable planning.
announce that for financial
The present year's committee
reasons it has had to cancel has been aware of this situation
the remaining film shows this and has striven to minimise its
term. The last film projected effects on this year's programme
was A Bout de Souffle on and to ensure that it does not
Sunday April 30th. The harmfully affect plans for next
reasons for this unpleasant year. In the end the Film Society
has been force ato cancel the final
situation will be discussed at three
and a half weeks of a twentyan Extraordinary General six week programme. While this
Meeting of the Society's involves the cancellation of some
membership on Friday May extremely good movies I hope
5th to be held in ~he Plea- that Film Society members will
sance Theatre at 6.45 pm. not be overly upset by these unavHowever, this seems to be a oidable changes. They have been
kept to a bare minimum and at a
good opportunity to make a time when attendances are tradibrief outline of the difficul- tionally low' due to exam fever.
ties that have been faced voer sensible and responsible budgetthe past year.
ing is not a mysterious art but a
The processes of planning and
budgeting for the Film Society are
made a year in advance of the
coming season. While precise
forecasts of expected revenue in
first term are not possible, it is
possible to arrive at a pessimistic
working budget on which one can
reasonably base one's budget of
expenditure. In fact in October
'88 the Film Society did unexpectedly well in membership figures.
However, despite this, the Film
Society's
planned
Budget

matter of careful planning and
solid work.
Plans for next year, including a
provisional programme, will be
presented at the EGM. I urge all
Film Society Members to attend
this Extraordinary General Meeting. Swimming to Cambodia will
be shown after the meeting.
Note: admittance to the EGM
is for Film Society Members only.
David Szablowski
President

quoting pathetically "When I lay
me down to sleep" during the
most gruesome goings-on must
have been done tongue in cheek.
Other relatively humorous scenes
include one where Freddy eats a
pizza on which the pepperonis are
miniature screaming faces of his
victims. In another scene he turns
one of his victims into a cockroach. I presume the directors
found this amusing, however, it is
rather nasty and although the
humour is perceivable, it never
detracts attention from the horror.
For those of you who enjoy the
sort of film which shamelessly
portrays the dismembering of
limbs and vital organs without any
qualms whatsoever, then this film
is for you. More sensitive souls
will find themselves shocked at
the appalling brutality and disregard for human life. This film
made me feel like I was intruding
into the sick fantasies of a warped
mind, which, it could be argued, it
was supposed to.
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Burning
Question
RACISM is the common
denominator of two forthcoming
releases,
Alan
Parker's Oscar-nominated
Mississippi Burning and
Costa-Gravas'
Betrayed.
Both films attack deeprooted prejudices in the
American heartland, questioning the perhaps dubious
ideal of America as a Land of
Hope and Opportunity for
all.
Parker's film dramatises the
real-life murder of Civil Rights
workers at the hands of the Klu
Klux Klan in the early sixties, and
follows the turbulent investigation into their deaths headed by
FBI Agents Gene Hackman and
Willem Dafoe. Betrayed has
Debra Winger as a modern-day
FBI Opc;:rative infiltrating a White
Supremacist Movement intent on
wiping out anyone who does not
conform to their vision of genetic
perfection.
Not surprisingly, both films
have aroused fierce controversy
from all sides, the main criticism
being that they deliberately avoid
the issues they raise. Parker
pushes the Civil Rights Movement out of the limelight, concentrating on a hackneyed buddybuddy relationship
between
Hackman and Dafoe.
Costas-Gravas saddles his

already implausible plot with an
unbelievable romance between
Winger and her prime suspect,
Tom Berenger, a certifiable nutcase who instructs his sickeningly
cute children in wholesome topics
like anti-semitism and gunplay.
To make matters worse, neither
film has any time for the blacks
themselves, who I can only
assume were conveniently omitted tOmake the movies acceptable
to the predominantly white
American middle-class.
It's no coincidence that the
directors and stars of Mississippi
Burning and Betrayed (products
of a Hollywood studio system
where there are still no black
executives) are white themselves.
If the films are to be congratulated
for bringing the controversial
issue of contemporary American
prejudice into the public eye, they
must also be condemned for perpetuating the same state of affairs
they are at pains to declare intolerable.
Twenty-two years after the
ground-breaking In The Heat Of
The Night, Hollywood is no
nearer dealing satisfactorily with
the burning question of Racism.
And the ongoing plight of the
countless victims of violent, mindless hatred still remains unexposed.
Neil Smith

Vicki Ridley

Any Budding Barry Normans?
FILM SECTION MEETINGS
WEDNESDAYS 1.40 pm
AT THE STUDENTOFFICES
Debra Winger and Tom Berenger feature in the forthcoming thriUer
Betrayed.

OI>EO~
CLERK STREET

031-667 7331/2

***MAKE YOUR CHOICE FROM OUR TOP MOVIES***
From Friday 5th May: The Biggest Nightmare of them All. ARE YOU READY FOR FREDDY?

A NIGHTMARE ON ELM ST 4: THE DREAM MASTER (18)
Complete programmes at 2.00, 4.1 0, 6.25, 8.40.

0
If he wasn't working for the cops,
they'd probably lock him up.
Kevin Kline in

JANUARY MAN (15)
Sep Perf2.20, 5.20, 8.20

The Smash Hit Comedy-Drama
HARRISON FORD
SIGOURNEY W!;l\VER
MELANIE GRIFFITH

WORKING GIRL (15)
Separate programmes at 1.45, 5.45, 8.20.
A Comedy of Cosmic Proportions
DANACKROYD
KIM BASINGER

MY STEPMOTHER IS AN ALIEN (15)
Separate programmes at 2.1 5, 6.00, 8.30.
FOR FUTURE PRESENTATION
DEBRA WINGER
From 12th May: TOM BERENGER

Jeff Goldblum
Emma Thompson
Rowan Atkinson

· THE TALL GUY (15)
A sort of love story.
Sep Perf2.15, 5.15, 8.15.

BETRAYED (18)
From 19th May : GENE HAKCMAN

MISSISSIPPI BURNING (18)
From 26th May: BETTE M IDLER

BARBARA HERSHEY

BEACHES (15)
Book now for all our current films. Box Office open 1 pm-8 pm. AccesNisa Hotline 668 2101.
Enjoy a delicious Hot!Cold Snack in our Licensed Cafe/Bar open from 5.30 pm.
ODEON SHOP Closed for Refurbishment.
Student Concessions (with ID) except Friday/Satu rday.

-

Danny De Vito

TWINS (PG)
Only their mother can tell them apart.
Perf-2.1 5.10,8.10.
Student discount on Mondays ONLY
on production of current
matriculation card.

NOSMOKING·All PROGS SUBJECT TO LATE CHANGE

ace

e ations
.

N article in Observer Scotland
recently told of a pirate computer
game now circulating in Glasgow
called "Pakibash"; the year is 2092
and the world has been "invaded by Pakis". The
operator of the game, as " Ku Klux Jo", has to
wipe them out.

A

, Incredible to believe in this so-called enligh\ened day
and age? Many of us would think so, but such
complacency is unfounded. Although Scotland has
always considered racism an English disease , the
Scottish Council for Racial Equality has figures which
document racism and· show that more than 80 per cent of
blacks living in Scotland have suffered abuse.
The extent of the myth-of a non-racist Scotland was
shown in January when two Somalian students were set
upon by a group of whites in the Cowgate in Edinburgh.
The attack left one student dead and the other
hospitalised. This murder was not in fact the first of its
kind in Edinburgh; last year an Asian shopkeeper was
killed in Rodney Street.
Racist attacks and incidences of abuse are on the
increase in Scotland, a~d black people face problems of

.

.

isolation and discrimination , both individual and
institutional. . Last week's Independent student
supplement carried a distressing piece about racism
experienced by South African students here at
Edinburgh University , and last year the Observer told a
similar tale.
Not surprisingly action is being taken against such
infringements of justice. The Lothian Black Forum was
formed so that blacks could organise and campaign
against racial abuses. A spokesperson for the
organisation said: "There comes a time when people say
enough is enough, there has be,en a significant change
within the black community- a tremendous feeling that
something has to be done."
Racism is unhappily a structural feature of British
society, created and maintained through a system of
domination and subordination. It is a product, not only
of ignorance or prejudice, but power, and is conditioned
by the historical development of capitalism.
However, acknowledging the extent to which bigotry
is embedded in our society is a vital step in beginning the
fight against it, and Edinburgh University has started to
do just that .
Edinburgh Students Against Racism was formed by a

gorup of students who had attended a meeting called by
the Lothian Black Forum in response to the Cowgate
murder. They felt that there was -a· strong need to
investigate , document and fight racism within the
University, for as yet there is no University policy on
racism and no channels of redress for any member of the
University community who has suffered racial abuse .
Moreover, there is no information available about the
living or admissions policies of the University with
regard to race.
ESAR also supports struggles against racism within
the outside community, and along with the Lothian
Black Forum has organised a mass demonstration , "No
More Racist Murders, No More Racist Violence , End
Racial Harassment" , for Saturday, 3rd June, assembling
in the Grassmarket at 1 o'clock and ending in a rally on
the Mound.
The anti-racism group are also holding a public
meeting on Monday 8th May in the Chaplaincy Centre,
concerning "Immigration and Deportation". Few
people realise that the British immigration laws are the
most racist in the world , aside from South Africa, and
they are a glaring example of the structural grounding of
racism in British society and the British legal system .

Indeed, from then I felt a strong need to apologise for
the colour of my skin; I really did end up believing that
I was to blame for the racial prejudice I endured. Not so
much on the outside- I was ready to say when people
were hostile, but internally I wanted to be on the right
side of the whites. I would deliberately discard as friends
the Asian students in my class, for fear as being seen as
"one of them" . But how do you hide the colour of your
skin? It took me a long time to realise I couldn't, no
matter how ridiculous it sems now. So great was my
desire to be appreciated as Neeraj rather than
"anonymou's person with black skin" that I began to
blame black people for the way I was t'reated- surely if
they were not there I would not be labelled, and then
how much more easy it would be for me to prove I was
ME! - an individual with her own virtues and vices,
likes and dislikes.
Crazy. Absolutely crazy. And anger fills me now
when I reflect upon the past and recall the thoughts that
were once entertained within me.
But in other ways I consider myself to be lucky. I've
got through , and emerged from the other side a
stronger, confident individual, feeling positive about
myself, and colour included.
What disturbs me is the realisation that these thoughts
are not unique - many others grow up feeling far more
inferior than I ever did. My sister used to cover herself in
talcum powder - such was the yearning to change
colour. And this year an 11-year-old cousin of mine
confessed she couldn't face the prospect of going to
India- she didn't want her skin to get darker- she has

enough problems as it is.
How ironic- when I think back to how others would
fly into lands of the sun and return with the most
enviable of tans that gave their bodies the warmest hue
of good health; meanwhile I had to accept my "tan" was
far more likely to offend than be received with glowing
compliments from my compatriots. But these tests
woutd always be there for me and I could never hope to
pass them with flying colours; no matter how well you'd
think you were integrated (whatever that means) there
would always be someone or some circumstance around
the corner to remind you. No, all you can ever do is hope
to be given that regard and position· others take for
granted, true belon_ging would never become a reality.
In my life it has been forced upon me to overlook the
prejudice of others in order that I may properly
understand their own fears and reservations. That this
was ever necessary I know due to the colour of my skin
coupled with a desire to over;rule the differences that in
our ignorance are created and allowed to predominate in
an unhappy society.
To this end, many personal barriers that were hastily ·
erected, in preference to actually facing the problems
that confronted me , have been lowered and may one day
be completely dismantled. For the pursuit of happiness
lies in the removal of these negative traits, such as
prejudice, bigotry and rancour that inhabit the human
heart and only serve to inhibit the generous spirit that
exists within all of us. It is now up to you ; you must
search your own heart so these hurdles can be truly
surmounted.

.Racism is unhappily a structural
feature of British society, yet the
tendency is to dismiss it as a
problem which .does not occur
here in Edinburgh. However, a
recent student murder has proved
that it does. Above, Leti Volpp,
Neeraj Malthora and Martha
Braggins discuss racism in the
city, whilst below, Neeraj
Malthora tells of her experiences.

.
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0 matter how hard I tried, I just did
not pass the test. The infuriating
aspect was that I possessed all the
necessary attributes to make a success
of my life: I had worked hard to achieve some
degree of honour in society and therefore could
not comprehend the tainted view that some folk
might have of me. Born and bred in West
London, I was a perfectly capable student: hardworking, helpful and ·obedient to my superiors
- almost a model pupil'- I tried earnestly to get
on with all those around me - I wanted to be
happy in the world and 'desired the same
entitlements as others. Yet I still looked out on
the world and felt h.ostility towards me, first
encountered at the tender age of 4.'
In the school playground a classmate enquired of me:
"Is that your colour skin or just a sun tan?" Confused
and taken aback, a friend replied on my behalf: "Don't
be stupid, of course it's a sun tan." A few weeks later
when someone else asked me the same question, the
same friend retorted: "Don't be stupid. Of course it's
her real colour skin."
From that point on I was force to acdept that the
pigmentation of that most external part of me, my skin,
made me not only different, but inferior to my
contemporaries, as if I carried the most awful blight
upon my person, like a coating of dirt that subjected me .
to the darkest of human reactions.

))
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Claire Short, Labour MP for Birmingham Ladywood, is one of
today's new.breed of no-nonsense socialists. She is also no stranger
to controversy. Her Private Member's Bill, proposing a ban on the
tabloids' page three girls, managed to threaten the national's sexual
prejudices and resulted in a chauvinistic Tory backlash. However, as
Briony Seargant discovered, Ms Short remains unrepentant.

a

HE House ofcommons.is very
weird place. I don't think any
normal human being ought to
feel too at ease here. Part of me
sometimes thinks, what a mad job this is. I don't
have any life of my own."

''T

Clare Short escapes momentarily from discussing
what she is very good at- PRACTICAL issues- to
reflect on the never-never. But it is a fractionary.
diversion . You're just getting curious, and she's already
returned to the political agenda. "As we're out of power
in central government, at the moment it's really a
question of trying to highlight the issues and to
embarrass the government into taking action."
Clare Short, Labour MP for Birmingham Ladywood,
is part of the no-nonsense brand of diligentsia that
features so prominently in today's British socialism.
More conscientious objector than political dynamo, you
might have been forgiven for disregarding her as the
usual left-wing package of defensive worthiness - if
you'd taken her in at all. It's certainly true that her time
and conversation are submerged' in political ideology:
"One of the overwhelming issues that concerns women
is the question of low pay. 40 per cent of workers in
Britain are low paid. A third of them are women. Things
are getting worse and worse with the government
deregulating more and threatening to get rid of the
Wages Council."
hort continues, reeling off the statistics and.
proving her point. But .her political mission
doesn't end with mere socialist platitudes. The
Private Member's Bjll she introduced managed
to threaten the most deeply embedded sexual prejudices
of the nation by proposing a ban on the tabloids' page
three girls. Despite the fact that the proposal failed to
get through the Commons' motions, Short is optimistic
about its overall effect towards a shift away from
Britain's tits-and-arse stronghold.
"There's an enormous ongoing debate on the whole
issue. I certainly wouldn't call it a censorship Bill . 84 per
cent of British newspapers is owned by three men. It's
about imposing some minimum standards of how
women can be depicted in a press that isn't free. I've
received more than ten thousand letters from women
who've written to say they've hated these thi~s for
years but never dared to tell anyone or object because

S

It's never pleasant to be jeered
and giggled at, ·to have crude
remarks made about your
·body and so on, but the House
of Commons can be quite a
harsh and cruel place.

people would say 'You're a prude' . Some~neeven wrote
in to say that her husband brought porn mto the house
and made her act it out and that she wasn't going to do it.
anymore. So although we haven't changed the law, I
think the debate has made lots of women feel muc~

unions demanding changes and demanding to be
represented. There's no doubt that the old macho image
still exists, but many of the big unions are now running
campaigns to try and recruit more women. Things are
definitely improving."
hort's candour is quite refreshing, veering miles
away from the slick cliches that make up the new
executive Labour image. Issues are pro-women
and anti-Thatcher at all times for this politician.
It appears that her arguments know no grey areas, even
on the subject of Scottish independence :
"Well, the SNP talks about independence, but it's
very muddled in its social programme. What we all need
is more control over the day-to-day affairs of our society
-housing, social and cultural activities and so on. The
world that we're going into will be breaking down
international barriers, and I think it would be sad to see
Scotland going off alone. It's really not a realistic
scenario. I can understand the expression of anger in
Scotland, but I think what Scotland needs as a nation is
lots of self-government, just as we do in the regions.
"The West Midlands region has been devastated by
the Thatcher years and we want more control over it.
We're not a nation. but we would want more regional
government paralleling Scotland's greater self-'
government. But I think if we broke up into all these
.separate units, we'd all go down in isolation. The final
decision is up to Scotland but the links between the two
countries are so enormous and there is so much common
·as well as separate history. Personally, I think it would
be very sad to break that link completely."
It's difficult to argue with such reasoned practicality.
But this seems to be the essence of Clare Short, who
impresses with a barrage of hard-bitten realities more
than Westminster rhetoric. As MP for one of the
securest Labour seats in Britain, she may well have
cause for self-satisfaction regarding her future. She
admits that: "The only way I'd be thrown out would be
if my local party decided they were fed up with me, but
we all get on very well. So the most realistic scenario is
that I'll carry on being an MP for the next 20 years or
whenever I retire."
At the same time, she has committed herself so
completely to opposing the hell out of the government,
that any suggestions of complacency are laughable.
"Because we've got this hostile government, the string
of defeats we get in the Commons can be depressing.

S

stronger. I actually think we've won the argument and
that it's now a matter of time."
Was she surprised at the strength of opposition she
received at the time? Ms Short is relatively
philosophical. "Certainly there was a group of Tory MPs
that responded in a dreadful and disgraceful way. Of
course, it's never pleasant to be jeered and giggled at, to
have crude remarks made about your body and so on,
but the House of Commons can be quite a harsh, cruel
place anyway, so there it was. Some of the press
coverage the following day was of the same sneering
kind but then I used to get literally hundreds of letters in
any one day from people who were concerned about me,
which massively outweighed any discomfort I felt on the
day."
lare Sport obviously sees the Labour Party as
the only genuine avenue for the expression of
women's rights. She waxes lyrical about the
party's controversial intention to set up a
ministry for women . "We're committed to having a
department in the centre of Whitehall where women's
issues can be discussed and acted upon. There would
also be regional consultation networks where women all
over the country could push their agenda forward
through to a powerful voice in Whitehall."
Her ~nergetic approach towards improving the lot of
Britain's 52 per cent is impressive, but please let's not
pretend that Labour has welcomed the struggle for
liberation with open arms. Those macho unions have •
rested on their chauvinistic laurels as much as their
counterparts in the Tory Establishment.
Fortunately, Clare Short doesn't attempt to deny this.
"I think there's no doubt that the style of the trade union
movement up until the recent past has been very malelots of men at meetings with their red ties rather than
blue ties and lots of men on platforms tellin,g everyone
else what to do. But a major shift is taking place, partly
because there has been an enormous growth in women's
employment. There are now more women in trade

C

The string of defeats we get in
the Commons can be
depressing. Part of me's just
got a yearning to scurry off
somewhere and be a more
normal human being.
>.

You could go off and have a more enjoyable personal
life. Part of me's just got a yearning to scurry. off
somewhere and be a more normal human being but then
I might win something for my constituency, and it all
;;eems worthwhile- I feel I have to continue.." .

J

exhibs
THE TALBOT RICE GALLERY
University of Edinburgh, Old College,
South Bridge (031-667 1011 ext 4308)
Tues-Sat 10am-5pm
NULLIUS IN VERBA
by Eduardo Paolozzi
To20 May
THE RICHARD DEMARCO GALLERY
17-21 Blackfriars Street (031-557 0707)
Mon-Sat 1Oam-6pm
SCOTTISH NATIONAL GALLERY OF
MODERNART
~
Belford Road , Edinburgh (031-556 8921)
Mon-Sat 10am-5pm; Sun 2-Spm
ANTHONY GORMLEY: Sculpture
To Mp29
FRUITMARKET GALLERY
29 Market Street, Edinburgh (031-225 2383)
Tues-Sat 10am-5.30pm; Sun 1.30-5.30pm
MARIE-JO LAFONT AINE
Two multi-video installations and one
photographic installation. To May 18
THE 369 GALLERY
233 Cowgate, Edinburgh (031-225 3013)
Mon-Sat 10.30am-5.30pm
PAINTINGS BY OLIVIA IRVINE, LILA
GALLOWAY & TONY COOPER:
" Paintings of the Landscape"
To20

3. THE DRESSMAKER (15)
2pm, Spm, 8pm Thu 4-Thu 11 May
About a pained romance between 17-year-old
Rita and a young American GI in Liverpool1944.
i Tickets£ I. 70 for late matinee perfs commencfng
5-6pm; all othe1" times £2.60 (student_ con_cesswn
£1. 70; all perfs except evening p~rfs m Cm~ma 3).
FILMSOC
Annual subscription of £1 I available at all
showings or tickets can be purchased at Union
Shops.

SWIMMING TO CAMBODIA & LENNY
6.45pm & 8.45pm Fri 5 May, Pleasance
YEELEN & UTU
6.45pm & 8.45pm Sun 7 May, GST
CEILINE AND JULIE GO BOATING
7pm Wed lO _May, GST

,

CAMEO 228 4141
CROSSING DELANCEY (PG)
2.45 (not Sun), 4.45, 6.45, 8.45 Fri 5-Fri 12 May
The title doesn't really give much away, does it?
DIE HARD {18) & OUT OF ORDER (18)
11.15pm Fri 5 May
THE PRODUCERS (15) &
TO BE OR NOT TO BE (15)
11.15pm Sat 6 May
A LOVE BEWITCHED (PG) & CARMEN (15)
1.15 pm Sun 7 May
£1.20 for I st per[, £2 for 2nd perf; £2.50 for 3rd
perf; £2.90 for last perf. Late night double bill
£2.50 (£1.95 cone).

FILMHOUSE 228 2688
THE NAME OF THE ROSE (18)
2pm, 5.4Spm Thu 4 May
Who is killing the monks of an isolated monastery
in a variety of vile ways, and why?

KINGSTHEA
SALAAM BOMBAY (15)
2 Leven Street 229 1201
6.15pm (not Thu), 8.30pm Thu 4-Sat 6
The Mikado
4th-Saturday 6th May; Evenings at 7.30
THE MUPPET MOVIE (U)
. Matinee sat 2.30 pm .
4pm, Fri 5; 2 pm, Sat 6
nings £12.50-£4.50. Matinees all seats half
. Student concessions for Mon, Tues, Thurs VIRGIN {18)
Friday.
3pm, Spm, 7pm, 9pm Thu 4-Sat 6
THEATRE WORKSHOP
34 Hamilton Place 225 79442
DEATH OF A SALESMAN {PG)
'A few from the fridge' or Arthur Millers Revenge 2.30pm M on8; 5.30pm Sun 7, Mon 8
A new play by Lynn Bains and performed by the MATEWAN {15)
.
Theatre Arts Programme.
2 .30pm, 5.45pm, Tues 9. Wed 10; 8.15pm Sun 7 ,
Fnday 6th and Sturday 6th May 7.30 pm.
Thu 11
PLAYHOUSE THEATRE
Focuses on the Matewan Massacre in Mingo
County in May 1920 which led to the ferocious
Greenside Place 557 2590
'Peter Pan- the Ballet'
West virginia coal Wars of 1920-21.
May 3-13 (Matinees 4th, 6th and 13th May 2.30
om).
MEAN STREETS {18)
2.30pm, 6pm Thu 11
THE TRAVERSE
Grassmarket 226 2633
Set in the adolescent world of rock 'n' roll,
Tues 2-Sun 7 May 7.30 pm
arbi~yr violence and urban fears.
'Marianne' by Rona Munro presented by Studio
Two.
• LES JEUX INTERDITS (18)
'A Wee Home From Home' devised and directed 6.30pm , 8.30pm Sun 7 May
by Ger.ard Mulgrew. Presented by Communicado.
MIDNIGHT RUN {15)
Tue 9-Thu 11 May 7.30 pm.
2.45pm Tues 9; 5.15pm, 8pm Mon 8, Tues 9
Prices: £3.50, concession £2.50.
REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE (U)
2.45pm, 8.30pm Wed 10; 6.15pm Thu 11
HOUSE THEATRE
Sharp, angry comment on family life aye aye!
House, Chambers Street
AEC present 'What the Butler saw' by Joe Orton. TERENCE DA VIES TRILOGY (15)
Thurs 4th and friday 5th 7.30 pm .
A Catholic wrestles with his sexuality
CANNON
. .
.
Lothian Road; 229 3030
1. JANUARY MAN {15)
2.20, 5.20, 8.20
2. THE TALL GUY (15)
2.15, 5.15, 8.15
3. TWINS (PG)
2.10, 5.10, 8.10
Prices are £2.80, with student concessions on
Mondays only.

film

events

. WORKING GIRL {15)
.45 pm, 5.45 pm, 8.20 pm Fri 5-Thu 17
Griffiths, Signourey Weaver
MY STEPMOTHER IS AN ALIEN {15)
.15 pm, 6 pm, 8.30 pm Fri 5-Thur 17
THURSDAY 4 MAY
• £2.50.(£1. 75) for per/sup to6 pm; £2.80 (£2
Fri-Sat) for perfs after 6 pm.
COMSOC .& AIESEC
447 2660
Ford Production Presentation
. RAINMAN (15)
Teviot Room , the Pleasance 8 pm
!Opm, 5.10pm, 8.10pm Thu 4-Thu 11 May
touching but very simple tale of the relationship CHAPLAINCY CENTRE
Kings Buildings lunchtime talk 6th level common
two brothers , one who is autistic.
room JCMB. 1.20 pm
. DANGEROUS LIAISONS {15)
Universities and Public Esteem- what has gone
15pm , 5.15pm, 8.15pm Thu 4-Thu 11 May
wrong? and the ever popular.
treacherous 18th century aristocrats weave a Prayers in Chaplaincy Centre Chapel 5.15 pm,
of erotic duplicity around one another.

FRIDAYS MAY
BEATBOX DISCO
Evening; Teviot Row Debating Hall ; Free?
~herding the cattle in.
MONDAY8MAY
EU STUDENTS AGAINST RACISM
?.30 pm; ~haplaincy Centre
WEDNESDAY 10 MAY
CHAPLAINCY CENTRE
1.10 pm Holy Communion
5.15 pm Prayers JCMB
EULAGS
8 pm; Cheviot Room, Pleasance
Meet for an informal drink at 7.30 pm in the
Pleasance Bar.
THE TRASH
9 pm-3 am; Wilkie House , Cowgate.
£1.50 beforehand; £2 after. Student extravaganza

clubs
THURSDAY 4th May
SHAG
11pm-3am; The Mission , Victoria St; £1.50
A swelligant, elligant dome of true love and
sensational ... chart music , snogging and beer.
ROCK 'N' ROLL CLUB
10.30pm-3am; Shady Ladies, Cowgate; £1.50
'50s, '60s, '70s. Numbers are so confusing.
ROCK NIGHT
8pm-1am; Chambers St Union ; SOp
Happy Hour 8~9pm
Stiff necks. You can tell that I'm lost for words but
writing this crap gets very b-o-r-ing after two
years of writing and you can tell , can't you?
THE AMPHITHEATRE
10pm-3am; 31 Lothian Rd ; £2
Half-price before 11 pm
FRIDAY SMAY
THE ADVENTURES OF TIN-TIN
10 pm-4 am; the Mission, Victoria St; £2.
May your buck always swashle, Tin Tin.
SPANISH HARLEM
10 pm-3 am; Wiliie House, Cowgate; £2.
Viva la casa.
THE RENAISSANCE
10 pm-3 am; Bermuda Triangle, Coasters.
West Tollcross; £1.50 .
Obviously for intellectuals.
POTTERROW
8 pm-1 am; Student Centre
Oh my ... ! Scandal, scandal- it all started here
you know. Goth ditties.
REGGAE CLUB
10.30 pm-3 am; Shady Ladies , Cowgate, £12.
SATURDAY 6 MAY
KANGAROO CLUB
10·. 30 pm-3 am; The Mission, Victoria Street £2
But will Jason Donovan make a guest appearance? Ooh it's so exciting.
THEHOOCH
10.30 pm-4 am; Coasters, West Tollcross. £2.50
ROCK CAFE
10.30 pm-3 am; The Venue, Calton Rd.
THE SOLOUR SYSTEM
10 pm-3 am; Shady Ladies , Cowgate £2
OUTER LIMITS
10.30 pm-4 am; Coasters, West Tollcross
£2 before 12 pm; £3.50 after.
San FranDISCO.
MONDAY8MAY
CRASH
9 pm-3 am; Chaplains Leisure Centre, 23 Lothian
Rd. £1
Not about people driving fast at all, as some
nitwicks seem to think.
Punk/alernative.
WEDNESDAY
THE TRASH
9 pm-3 am; Wilkie House, Cowgate
£1.50 in advance; £2 at door.
Student's high society fling.
THE DEEP
10.30 pm-3 a,m; The Mission, Victoria St. £2
At least 50 fathoms.
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THE JAZZ BOSTONS
• • AND Hall,
Victoria Street, 226 3816

•

lnUSlC

..

a break from rehearsals for The Wizard
~.--. ing
3-5 pm. Free.

THURSDAY 4 MAY
DAN BLOCKER EXPERIENCE
Negoiants, Lothian Street, 225 6313
There's this really nice barman who, if you have a
table but no seats, will carry seats over for you,
from another table- aah! Haven't a clue what
the band are like! Downstairs, Free.
SCAN SOUL DISCO
Venue, Calton Road, 557 3073
£1 admission.
SCOTTISH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
Queen's Hall, Clerk St, 668 2019
Stravinsky, Beethoven and Mozart, 7.45 pm.
Phone for details.
FRIDAYS MAY

AVALON
Preservation Hall, Victoria Street, 226 3816
A favourite of the Preservation Hall. £1 after 9
pm.
SUNDAY7MAY

IN DAYS gone by, when my physical and harmony-based songs that are charming
mental maturity had not reached their in their simplicity and effectiveness and
present Everest-Iike peaks, I derived with a support band of the calibre of Glasgreat pleasure from gambolling through gow's The Thieves, Calton Studios again
blossom-strewn
avenues,
playfully comes up with the goods (and watch next
frolicking with assorted small furry crea- ,..~ek's Student for an exclusive interview
DEACON BLUE
tures, all the while bathed in the goltlen With The La's).
SECC, Glasgow
May sunshine. Last year howevl''• after
On Saturday you've a choice between
Coach from Virgin Records, for all you '"'"'V"'"""""" an unfortuante mix-up with d playful the board walk blues of Ted Hawkins at
Girls out there.
young rabbit called Flossir \l was later Glasgow's Govan Town Hall or the
JOHNNY SUNBEAM
acquitted, but advised "' ~k ~ounsel- delights of traditional Hungarian music in
IVORY KICK
Preservation Hall, Victoria Street, 226 3816
ling), I took to goin2. J see gigs mstead. the shape of Muzsikas with Marta SebesNegociants, Lothian Street, 225 6313
Deja-vu? Free!
And this year, tl>"'~kfully • May offers tyen at George Square Theatre in EdinIvory Kick, don't take the mick, or else you, will
another plethot:?A gigs to keep ~y mind burgh. Both of these will act as a gentle
be sick! Downstairs. Free.
MONDAY 8 MAY
off the firm • ounded, welcommg · · ~relude to Sunday, which is the day of rest
.ahem
sor• •
(m case you didn't know) and conSALVATION and Underground Club
Fo r t .veek
JOHNNYSUNBEAM
GJ of May
• most
M gig-activity is sequently has no gigs worth note.
Venue, Calton Road, 557 3073
conflj ..1
asgow s ~yfest. Tonight
Fairground Attraction play two nights
Negociants, Lothian Street, 225 6313
1
. , t 1t.
. ? Br
ply the1rfolky
at the
Beam me up Johnny . Oh no, that , s Scotty 1sn
.<! CityfThe
Hall Lough
and entry
is
£J trade
fi
t at M
d Pavilion
d T Theatre in Glas gow n
0
0 n1Y
CHICO FREEMAN
- I knew it was tood good to be true that i'd
'
or s uon ay an uesday before hittiDoTf'd
of
burgh
later
in
the
monUJ
n..c11
Reader
.
but
also
depends
on
the
wearing
Queen's Hall, Clerk Street, 668 2019
actually think up something new to write.
a _th1ck, coarse jumper and an equally rather have a .rh -· . "'
the
A tenor saxophonist from Chicago who "has been
.·HE th1ck and coarse beard. For those with no about thP _ -·"'' smgmg,
one of the leading young lions on the contempor- BARKY BARKY, BIG GENERA TIOl'
beard and indeed no head hair whatthis coming week
jazz scene
since
the mid
70"I'm Venue,
BUSINESS
soever, Bad
Manners
H be th e th'trd Trash , the highly sucary
new York
reliabily
informed.
8.30 pm.
Tickets
from
£5.50.
Calton Road, 557 ~073
...:l ub . £2
burgh'
V
.
. appear at
. JO>t"d·
must
,
INTENSE DEGREE
Venue, Calton Road , 557 3073
Sounds a bit too academic, for a relaxing night
out. £2.

tJ. ·
°

"b~t-that's

tb.--u·t~· t'ft~Y t~~:~vent

Student concessions available.

Presented by The Rhythm n Bor

THE BLOCK BROTHERS
tion Hall, Victoria Street, 226 3816
after 9 pm.
TURDAY6MAY

SWING SHIFT
,reet, 226 3816
Preservation Hall, Victor·
Free.

MA~·

TUESDAY 9
TRADITIONAL MUSIC FROM HUNGARY
vE
George Square Theatre
TEX ~ILL~Thian Street, 2~5 ?313
..
8 pm. Tickets £5 and concessions £4- available N~go;1a~~f, Tex. No, make Jt f1ve. DownstaJTS,
at Birgin Record Shop or at the door.
Mme sa
Free.
THEKITCHEN DEVILS
ROOTSIE TOOTSIDE BLUES BAND
Negociants, Lothian Street, 225 6313
TJervation Hall, Victoria Street, 226 3816
Special support -the bathroom angels!
,,hythm 'n Blues. Free.
Downstairs, Free.

s . enue, jumpmg on "revlva1 .
gon that IS that la!Ulflrg'h offers a much
. r
•
h
f
F 'd
:• 'ay .Jlltng pro,spect m the s ap~ o
~~lrpool's The La s at Calton Studws.
Never a band to hurry themselves ' The
La's have released just two singles in 18
. .
.
t
months, although a new one IS tmml?en. ·
As both these singles have been class1cs m
the great Mersey tradition of guitar-and-

f I lub launched by Student. Wedcess u c t W'Jk' H se from 9 30 until
nesday a
I le
ou
.
3.00 am, this is the place to be. All music
will be played, all cJubgoers will have an
e time Tickets from Student
awesol m
the. door
peop e or on
•
And that's all folks ... 1 think.
.

L:..:::.:. . .__.:_______________________":-....
Craig McLean

LONELY?

BORED?

3 'What's On' compilers (F) seek theatre buffs, him
freaks, music maniacs, clubbers. exhibitionists etc for
meaningful relationship. Age 3 and over, w1th a pen and
a bitty of time to spare. Join our banter come down on
Tuesdays 8 pm, Student offices.

FAST FORWARD VIDEO

..........

CLASS FILMS ALWAYS N STOCK
-CHECK US OUT'
36 West Preston St.

, -rs

IMPORTED
BEERS
SP~RIE
WINES COFPBE~ PATIS . BTC
TBAS
MILK
SHAKBF

Branches at:
136 Marchmont Rd.
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Row

''A CRAZY COMEDY STARRING
DAN AYKROYD. ON TOP FORM ' '

~OWCATI

saOJBaTSON'S CLOSB_,l 551 UU
BDINIURCH. TIL: r.

.

~· ~ ~. ~
DANAYKROYD
CHARLES GRODIN
DONNADIXON
WALTER MATTHAU

eJhe~Ja

i-7::ut_U(lf_(ilP

*

AlAWR£r«:£rom~m,oAMICIWlRITCHI~'u DAN AYKROYO·CHARLES GROOIN THE COUCH TRIP
~NA 0/X!Hl·RICHAROR!WAHUS·OAV/0 Cl[NI«JN·ARY£ GROSS AND WAlT£R MATTHA!J 1i lf'-'11
r.-l'lollo~~GIJROOI(A WEBBt<tm~RICHARDA HARRIS'""*•Ailif•OONAI.O£ THORIN AS Ca...~,,.,.i([N KOI.B
s-oy~SIMN KAMPMANN1 Will PORITR llllS£AN ST£/N ~-~~lAWRtf([ GORIJOO G·<tN> MICHAH RITCHI£
....::tGM11 c t-ONOfiiiP'ICTUMSCOIIIIII'OilATtONALliiiCOHTI•SEitvlD
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NEWS

Young rfory
Critical of
NHS reform

RAG WEEK

Some of the more interesting
and bizarre events stuck with
Ken. One of these was the Beer ' n
teering on Saturday 22nd: "a pubcrawl for sportsmen", with the - - - - - - - - - - - by Zoe Pagnamenta
"Boys from Hmne Brewing" winning, though it was alleged that
the referee gave them "flashes of
inspiration". Over £1,000 was col- THE Chairman of the Scottish Young Conservatives,
lected that night.

Mr Step hen Morrison, criti-

· d th
G
t>
On Tuesday, Ken remembers,
e
overnmen s
was the Ravioli eating Corn- c1se .
, where food fans attemp- hand~mg of NHS reform ~t a
the "5lbs in 5 minutes" meetmg of EU Conservatives
world
. Steve Roberts, the at Teviot on Monday.
Mr Morrison referred to Govnear the
ernment Health Service policy as
"administrative updating" rather
than real reform. He called for a
complete abandonment of pre~.ent proposals and a radical,
The Float Procession
"more thoroughgoing" progwithfiJl~shed the week's
mme of reform.
~ers of th~?:'~~!~~~~u~~t~d
The Government has proposed
Roman Org ,
'~"'hPn"' by which the promise of
Y · tghl thousand
will encourage people to
insurance, particularly
pouunds were collected that day,
of old age pensioners.
and ~en Dobson enthusiastically
, Conservative counexclatmed "I would like to thank
OC11ID•Dnt, spoke of a
everybody who helped, especially
health
the collectors, who do the real
adding
work."
to look

week passeu ~.,er, as "hazy, the
exams, you work up'I!ll. It's like
LAST Saturday more than a they pass without you reme-r.and
week of frantic money-col- ing them," he explained.

lecting came to a climax with
a Float Procession in Princes
Street. ESCA, the Students'
Charities Association, were
still counting the cash on
Monday, their offices being
in a high degree of disorder.

Unfortunately for Ken and
ESCA not nearly enough people
turned up. "Next- year hopefully
every student will help and we

could easily raise fifty thousand
pounds." So far ESCA has raised
The recollection of Rag Week roughly £30,000, compared to
89 was described by Ken Dobson, £24,000 i~ Rag week 88.

summer is coming •

more attractive would put far less
pressure on the NHS .
In his lunchtime talk Mr Morrison mourned Britain 's position in
the field of medical research ,
owing to lack of adequate finance.
He regrette_d the fact that "only in
health carets new technology ~~en
as a burden - not as a positiVe
benefit".
The sptlaker expressed his fears
for the Government's position at
the next general election as a
result of the whole NHS issue.
However, he felt that if adopting
his radical proposa1s was the only
way of providing decent health"
care, then it should be a risk the
Conservatives would have to
take.
Mr Morrison concluded his talk
not by talking about the NHS , but
referring to the Student Union at
London School of Economics
(LSE) as "that den of socialist
vice" saying "that's what comes
from not having to pay for student
union membership" . His remark
follows the election of Winston
Silcott as Honorary President of
LSE.

• • •
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LOW-COST FLIGHTS FOR STUDENTS AND YO
~ o~ '

~;~~~
~

G PEOPLE

ROME

· RETURN FROM £118

I

Contact the student/youth travel experts
i.t.i.:N
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R
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.wlfil'fl.lJ
L--,.----ll C E N T R E ~_I_

~
~ It's your service - use it!
3 Bristo Square, Edinburgh 6(58 2221

___.:

92 Sth Clerk St, Edinburgh 667 9488

196 Rose St, Edinburgh 22 2019

